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soi/ieiiVictl hasty reuiciu 0/ t/ie fluid turbulence tltcory background of the
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written publication. Tlic author apologizes in adtonce for the occasionally
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task of transcribing the lectures into written form. Finally, gratitude is
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First Lecture

The Origins of Fluid and Magneto Fluid Turbulence

I should start out by saying what it is I hope to do in these three

lectures. I want to describe a program of work in progress on MHD

turbulence which uses the theory of fluid turbulence as a guide. As far as

our interest in MHD turbulence is concerned, we have to say at the outset.

I think, that our first interest is in confinement, containment, and

heating of a thermonuclear plasma. The MHD description leaves out a lot of

important processes relevant to such plasmas. I see it as the simplest

description that contains the gross important features of the dynamics of

a thermonuclear plasma which we could imagine being able to deal with

mathematically at the limit of our capabilities. Any more fancy effects we

put in make it even more difficult deal with. So that for the present

time, it is the best hope we have for a set of nonlinear equations

governing the bulk dynamics of magnetofluids for which we have any hope of

a comprehensive dynamical theory. I start out here just by writing down a

pair of MHD equations for the velocity field v, pressure p. density p.

magnetic field B and kinematic viscosity p. I am taking simplest possible

description of MHD, namely, incompressible flow with a scalar viscosity

and scalar resistivity or magnetic diffusivity. We have only two dynamical

equations which advance the velocity field.
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MUD Equations ( Diincnsionlcss variables )

— + v-Vu = -V(p/p)j + BVB +j vV2v i

r J •— —'
V • v = 0 i (1.1a)

I I

and the magnetic field on approximately equal footings,

-^ i• v • VB = B • Vu + »?V-B

V-B 0

( no external DC muym-iic field ) (1.1'')

Both equations are dissipative, with a kinematic viscosity v, and a

magnetic diffusivity /;, and the two fields evolve both solenoidally. Now,

the dotted area is just the Navier-Stokes system which is used to describe

the typical motions of neutral fluids like water or air. The reason I have

written things this way is to show that it is a special case of MHD and it

should not be too surprising if the behavior exhibited by the

Navier-Stokes system is also exhibited in some generalized form by a

magnetofluid. The Navier-Stokes system has the advantage that it has been

studied hard and very carefully for a hundred years, whereas the

magr.etofluid system is still very new and there is a great deal we don't

know about it. A most important difference is, the Navier Stokes fluid is

a system on which we can do good clean experiments, with a lot of

diagnostics. We know what the velocity field is as a function of position

and time inside of a Navier-Stokes fluid in the laboratory. The same kinds
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of statements can't be made for plasma dynamics. For example, often we

don't know what the magnetic field is, we don't know what the velocity

field is, we don't know what the current distribution is, we have to guess

all those things from very remote and inadequate diagnostics. So the

Navier-Stokes system is on a much more solid scientific footing than the

MHD system. For that reason, it's reasonable to expect to be able to learn

something from studying what is known about neutral fluids and trying to

generalize it to magnetofluids. I have first written the equations in the

absence of an external d.c. magnetic field, which is an important feature

in most plasmas; that is something we have to put in later.

We can rewrite the original MHD equations in terms of dimensionless

units. In particular, we take an R.M.S. velocity field U to scale the

velocity field, and an Alfven speed made up out of that U and the plasma

density to define a unit of magnetic field; then we can rewrite the

equations entirely in terms of a set of dimensionless units in which only

these two dimensionless numbers are left in the system: namely

\/v — UL/t'o and \/ii — (JL/rjo . which are the mechanical and magnetic

Reynolds numbers, respectively. So the purpose of this first slide is just

to show where Navier-Stokes hydrodynamics fits in the context of MHD. and

I'll be talking for the next hour only about Navier-Stokes turbulence and

the behavior of the Navier-Stokes system. Then we will go back to see what

we can learn about the MHD case. At any point, if you have questions or

comments I would be quite happy if you would speak up to say whatever you

want. So, I have written down the Navier-Stokes system by itself:

imcompressible flow, the velocity field is solenoidal, and I am limiting

myself to the uniform density case. In that situation, the pressure p is

determined,not by any equation of state, but by use the condition that the
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velocity v be solenoidal.

Navicr-Stokcs system:

p {•yr + v-Vv) = - V p + p v V 2 u

V- v = 0

p = cons(, assumed uniform (1.2'.

If I take the divergence of the equation of motion and use V • v-0.

the time derivative drops out, and what's left is Poisson's equation for

the pressure, and so pressure is to be solved for, in terms of velocity

and the boundary conditions.

V~ p = - V ( pv • Vv )

determines the pressure

p = p (i/; boundary conditions) (1.3)

Substituting the solution for p into the RHS. we have a complete

self-contained dynamics involving the velocity field alone. We rewrite the

entire Navier-Stokes system in a set of dimensionless units.

Dimcnsionless Navicr-Stokes Equation."

4 T ->• v-Vu = - V p + -i V2vor ti

R = UQ L'V ; -Reynolds Number"

V-v = 0 ( 1 . 4 )
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in which the R.M.S. velocity UQ scales the velocity, a characteristic

macroscopic length scale L scales the length, and time is scaled by the

ratio of those, which is the time necessary for this typical velocity to

move a particle through L. If I do that,less then, I can rewrite the

Navier-Stokes equation in a dimensionless set of units in which there is

only one remaining dimensionless physical parameter, the Reynolds number:

R = UoL-'v.

The reciprocal Reynolds number stands in front the dissipative term

V2v . The Reynolds number is typically very large even in an ordinary

situation, We have, flowing .let's say 10 m/sec for water, and let's say

we are dealing with a characteristic length scale L which might be. if

it's the separation of plates between which water is flowing at 10m s.

which might be 10 cm, say, the Reynolds number would be something like

10R. So. in a very typical situation, the Reynolds number is a very large

number and in fact it is so large , we might believe we could very well

omit V2v altogether from the equation of motion. R"' sits in front of the

term which should be negligible since the Reynolds number is so large. The

whole middle of the 19th century is a long series of frustrating failures,

because of leaving out the dissipative term and trying to use ideal fluid

dynamics without taking into account the dissipative term which involves

viscosity and Reynolds number. Only toward the end of the 19th century did

people begin to understand the reason why it was impossible to omit

correctly the dissipative terms even if their coefficients did seem so

small.

Now. as a subsidiary quantity to the velocity field, we frequently

deal with the vorticity. If we take the curl of Navier-Stokes equation, we

can get an equation which self-consistently advances vorticity alone, the
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pressure drops out. By taking the curl, an alternative description of the

dynamics is generated:

a = V < v ; vortici ty

• jy 1- v Va = co- Vu + ^ V2OJ ( 1 . 5 )

We can think of the vorticity as generating the velocity field in the

same way the electric current generates a magnetic field in through the

Biot Savart law. They bear roughly the same relation to each other. And

anytime we have a differential equation, we have to say something about

the boundary condition. Differential equations will not tell you anything

without boundary conditions , and so, some kind of boundary conditions

must be required for any kind of concrete application. There are really

two very general boundary conditions in common use: "no slip" and "free

slip".

v - 0 at rigid mills i'no slip' '

v- a 0 at rigid nulls ('.free slip' i

frequent 11/. periodic boundary conditions urc assuuwl. 1.6

The most proper physical boundary condition at rigid walls is that

all three components of velocity should vanish. Viscosity constrains the

tangential components to vanish, and the normal component must be equal to

zero and so. all three components of the velocity vanish if the boundary

conditions are treated properly. For some model problems, it's interesting

to relax the tangential boundary condition a little bit and allow the two
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tangential components to be finite, forgetting about the boundary layer

which always forms in the case of high Reynolds numbers. I can simply

require only the normal component of velocity to be zero. We can call this

a "free slip" boundary condition. For rather abstract theoretical

developments, we frequently find it useful to talk about periodic boundary

conditions. So, what I am going to be talking about is the solution of

Navier-Stokes equations with one or the other of these particular sets of

boundary conditions. The Navier-Stokes equation is very difficult to

solve, and we know only very few solutions; only in a very few special

cases do we know what any of these solutions are. I want to list three of

the solutions we do know, all of which are steady state. First of all,

flow between parallel planes; it's a very common stuation which has been

studied a lot.

Poisruille flow. In plane Poiseuille flow, the velocity has one

component only, let's say in the x direction. There is a constant pressure

gradient also in the x direction, the velocity field is a function of.

let's say. the y coordinate. There are two infinite, rigid, parallel

planes which in the dimensionless units can be put at ij-il . A parabolic

velocity profile is driven by a constant pressure gradient which is

proportional to the reciprocal of the Reynolds number. And all components

of the velocity vanish at the wall. That is an exact, well known solution

of the Navier-Stokes equation:

Poiseui lie Flow (Planar)

v = ; U)iy).0.0 }

P = Pt> ~ "IT -Constant pressure tjrnr/iViiJ
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Uo(ii) = 1 - i r '-Parabolic ivlocily profile

Infinite, rigid, parallel planes al (/ = ± 1 . (1.7)

Another, second, one is plane Couclle flow which is flow between

parallel planes driven not by pressure gradients but, by the fact that we

are moving the planes with respect to each other. So I put a plane at

IJ--1. another plane at t/=~1 moving parallel to it with the relative

velocity 21 „ which means in the dimensionless units, the walls have

velocities of just plus one and minus one. There is no pressure gradient.

The velocity field in that case it turns also to have just one component.

There is no flow in the direction of the rigid walls. The flow is linear

instead of parabolic. That's a second kind of flow between parallel

planes, that has been commonly studied and is an exact solution of

Navier Stokes equation.

Plane Cone I te Flow

V Or!/ .0.0 '

Vp - 0

( .0 = !)

: Moving boundaries

•' So presume yniilicnis

'• Linear wlocity profile 1.8*
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The third one I want talk about is everyday, commonly experienced,

pipe flow : Hagen Poiseuille flow ! which is flow down a cylindrical pipe

wiuh cylindrical coordinates ( r.S.z ). In that case, the velocity field

has only a z component which depends on r. It is also a parabolic profile.

It has a constant pressure gradient down the axis of the pipe in the z

direction and the pressure gradient again is inversely proportional to the

Reynolds number, except that now it is in the z direction instead of the x

direction. There are close analogies with plane Poiseuille flow: you can

think of plane Poiseuille flow, if you like, as just like pipe flow spread

out, cut open and rolled out flat, so eliminating the azimuthal geometry.

Pipe Flow llagen -Pot.scut/ le F/oa)

v - 0 . 0 . t.'-u ( r ) >

• •- 1 - r -

4 z
R

0

'• In cylindrical caordimdc* r .O. r .

'• Paruholic profile

( Radius of pipe is at r\ '•

', r)

All those are exact, steady-state solutions and they can all be

produced in a laboratory and have been. They have one feature in common.

That is that as you raise the Reynolds number R. or equivalently increase

the flow speed, all three of those solutions become highly unstable and

break down and become turbulent above some critical value of Reynolds
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number ( which we might call Rc ). That is a fact discovered experimentally

by Reynolds a hundred years ago. (This year. I'm little surprised nobody

has had any festivities based on the hundred year anniversary of this

discovery: no one had this idea, I guess. ) But it is an experimental

result, not a theoretical conclusion. And the iiain point of my talk today

is trying to describe why it took exactly a hundred years to find out

theoretically what's going on: the theory why of certain critical Reynolds

number flows should become turbulent. This is something it has been

difficult to unravel and it's involved a lot of subtle, unexpected things

that plasma physicists never suspected and fluid mechanics people managed

to sort out; it is very exciting story at least to me. I would like to try

to tell you about it.

These critical Reynolds numbers where we are saying the flows go

unstable in ordinary engineering practice are typically about 1000 for the

two planar shear flows. And for plane Poiseuille flow, the same as for

Couette flow, instability sets in at critical Reynolds numbers, based on

the half width between two plates, of about 1000. For pipe flow it's

somewhat higher, typically the order of 2000 or so. All are of the same

order of magnitude. And as I say. these are substantially based

experimental facts, which every hydraulic engineer knows.

The question is, for our purpose here. Can this critical Reynolds

number be predicted by theory ? Is there theoretical mathematics we can do

which will tell us what the critical Reynolds numbers actually are '? This

is parallel to the program we are trying to do all the time in plasma

physics. We are trying to talk about the theoretical confinement of

current-carrying plasmas like Tokamaks or Z-pinches. or something. It's

the hydrodynamic analogue to that problem. And the answer, which I found
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somewhat surprising, is that the answer is apparently yes. in at least two

or three cases, but it's never by linear theory. The linear stability

theory we do every day is not useful in predicting critical Reynolds

number for those hydrodynaraic equilibria. That's big talk, and I should

now substantiate that a little bit. So let me think what that means, see

if it is really true.

First of all, let's try to pursue the parallel plasma program. We

usually begin by linearizing the equations of motion about one of these

steady state equilibria. Let's take any one of these steady flows like

Poiseuille flow or Couette flow, call the equilibrium vi0) and add it to

small perturbation u(l! , let the pressure be p(0) and have a small

perturbation p (" , and call the vorticity u(0) and add to it a small

perturbation a(1) . Substitute these into the Navier-Stokes system and

throw away products of the perturbation quantities and keep what is left.

This is the linearized system then that results.

dlli ,,<i>.Vl/«» + w(0).Vt/in = _Vp(i) + Y ^ l
o t

V-i/!l) = 0. .1.10

It's a linear system with temporally independent coefficients. I'm

justified in looking for solutions which have exponential time

dependences, exp(-iut). If I can find a solution which obeys the boundary

conditions, and has a imaginary positive, then that will signal the onset

of an instability. Let me specialize this case to just take plane shear

flows, plane Poiseuille flow and Couette flow. Let me forget about pipe

flow for a moment, and just talk about two plane shear flows. And notice
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that for them the only important coordinate is the one perpendicular to

the two planes: every coefficient is independent of x, z. The only

coordinate dependence left in the coefficients is on this coordinate y.

which is perpendicular to the two planes. So we can also assume

exponential dependence on x and z. I'm looking for perturbation solutions

which have exp iux) where a is some wave number, exptipz), where (i is some

wave number and a complex exponential expOiat). We can adopt standard

hydrodynamic nomenclature, and let t/" be the velocity field ( u.v.w ).

Then all of the derivatives with respect to t, x, z become just algebraic

coefficients proportional to u. a, (S. We can then manipulate components of

these four equations, eliminating everything in favor of the y component

of velocity v. We are left with a linear eigenvalue problem that is called

the Orr-Sommerfeld equation.

[ - ^ -«2~/^ I2 v = ifl ( (« li,(i()-ii)K -T-n-a2-/]2 )i> - « U0(ij)v )

0) r-Soumtcrfcld Equalion'-

dij- dir

,,« d2 (/.,UJ

lioumhim Conditions: u( ±1) = 0 and d l\i±l) = 0 (1.11 )

That is the basic equation of hydrodynamic stability. It is called

the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, and it's a fourth order equation, has four y

derivatives in it. and the quantities which enter it are this t'o(y!- and

its second derivative, whatever the profiles are. One plugs in the

relevant (.'ivy1- That's the eigenvalue equation that is supposed to
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describe the fate of the small perturbation. Now in the limit of infinite

R, (R -- <x>) , if we divide out an R, we recover ideal hydrodynamic theory.

That was studied very carefully by Rayleigh near the end of the last

century. And he was able to prove (it's not difficult to show at all 1 that

in this ideal limit of infinite Reynolds number, all profiles are stable

which do not have inflection points. In other words, for ideal

instability, velocity profiles must have at least one point where the

second derivative L/o<y) changes sign. The curvature goes from positive to

negative. Something like a parabolic profile or linear profile is ideally

stable. For any instability to exist for either plane Poiseuille flow or

Couette flow, it must come about as a consequence of finite viscosity;

finite Reynolds number effects all disappear in the ideal limit. So all

real stability theory, for real fluids, is basically viscous stability

theory . Ideal stability theory dosn't tell us anything interesting at

all.

Several things we might observe here. If we try to do this by "energy

principle" analysis, we get the results that both of these profiles,

Poiseuille and Couett.e. are completely stable. "6V is always positive. So

that part of MHD theology is lost by the way. The second thing one notices

is that the Orr-Sommerfeld operator is not Hermitian. It's not

self-adjoint because in general R is finite, you can't prove

self-adjointness for it. The eigenvalues we can discover are generally

complex, they won't be either purely real or imaginary. Now the first

person to try to study the Orr-Sommerfeld equation in a limit of finite

viscosity to get anything like a reasonable prediction out of it was

Heisenberg, as it turns out, in 1924. From this paper ' •'-'. this is a

picture.
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l 2 0 \ Laiilitit

"7 1~~-',

[ From Reference(\ ) ]

What he is plotting here is the cube root of the Reynolds number vs

the x component of the wave number a, the case in which (I is equal to

zero. There a region of stability, separated from a region of instability,

according his prediction. He was in much better than order-of-magnitude

agreement with what actually turns out to be the case. People were very

surprised at that time, that viscosity could have made the system

unstable, when the ideal system was stable. This is Heisenberg"s first

calculation of the theoretical linear stability of plane Pouseuille flow.

That's just there for historical interest; it's been done much better than

that since then. Let me just remark that there is something called

Squire's theorem that is very useful in solving the Orr-Sommerfeld

equation, it was proved 1933. It's not hard to prove, you can find it in

C.C.Lin's book'3' . What it says, is that if there is an unstable

eigenvalue for given R and a given component of the z wave number fi which

is finite, then you can find another one, that's also unstable, for a

lower Reynolds number with a zero component of the z wave number. As a

consequence that says that as you raise the Reynolds number through the

stable region, the first unstable mode you encounter is always two

dimensional. So you don't lose any generality by setting tf=O from the very
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beginning. You can study threshold behavior, the Reynolds number at which

things go on unstable, by looking just at the two-dimensional problem with

|8=0.

The most accurate calculation, for plane Poiseuille flow that has

been done is by S.A.Orszag of MIT. in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics about

ten years ago(4) . The critical Reynolds number is known to six significant

figures, and critical wave number a that goes with it also is known also

to six significant digits. So it is an extremely accurate calculation:

I"11 describe a little bit more about in the future, a little later in the

day. The corresponding results for plane Couette flow are that there are

no allowed instabilities. The Orr-Sommerfeld equation predicts that it is

completely stable at all Reynolds numbers. For pipe flow, the prediction

is the same thing. In the context of linear stability theory, plane

Couette flow is stable, pipe flov is stable, and Poiseuille flow is

unstable at a critical Reynolds number 5772.22. But in fact, every

engineer knows that Poiseuille flow and Couette flow are both unstable at

Reynolds numbers of something little above 1000, and pipe flow is unstable

for Reynolds numbers a little bit above that. So there is a complete

disagreement, that goes beyond any possibility of experimental error or

sloppiness in the theoretical calculation, a complete disagreement between

the predictions of linear stability theory and the place where instability

actually set in. So the question is. what is going on? This is what the

results of solution of the solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation

typically look like. You can sketch a vs R. The critical Reynolds number

is right here, and the typical wave number o right here, at the point of

vertical tangency to the a*=0 curve.
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Hunjiiml stability curie, plane poisnullv flow.

stable

a i - 0

stable

This is a similar plot to the one of Heisenberg's. The unstable

region is divided from the stable region by this curve along which the

imaginary part of OJ is equal to zero. That's the marginal stability curve.

Let me just describe briefly Orszag's method of calculation, because we

did the same thing in an MHD problem I want to talk about a little bit

later. His way of solving the Orr-Sommerfeld equation is a spectral

method, in which the unknown, the y component of the perturbed velocity.

is expanded in Chebyshev polynomials. The nth Chebyshev polynomial is

defined by this relation

7',, :cos() :• - cosaO

so To y ' is just cosiO) which is one.

T\ t/ cos . cos"' 1/ ̂  - y

which is y.

T-2 i/ " cosi2cos"'y > .

which is 2ir-l. and so on.

These are a very useful set of functions for expanding in finite

geometry with parallel planes, because they have lot of zeros in close to
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the y=±l limits. They are very good at resolving boundary layers, which

are an essential feature oC this problem. Boundary layers form, with a lot

of activity in the neighborhood the two boundaries. Chebyshev polynomials

are very good at resolving those because they pass through zero a lot of

times in the immediate vicinity of the boundaries, and they also converge

very rapidly, for mathematical reasons which I am not even competent to go

into at any deep level. The expansion coefficients are related to the

velocity field just by this integral relation, which comes ou'. of the

orthogonality.

i' = ZJ U"
 7"» ( V ]

ifrw2on = zf- J i'(«) Tn(y) (l-if)"

c0 = 2. cn,0 = 1 a .12d

If we use the orthogonality and recursion relations, and substitute

into the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, we can truncate at a large but finite

number of terms, and then have a set of algebraic equations for the

expansion coefficients, which we have called a,,.

If we let a column vector x be the first N of those expansion

coefficients, then the general generic form of the Orr Sommerfeld equation

is a matrix equation Ax = MBX. A and S are square matrices, non Hermitian

matrices, x is this column vector, u is the eigenvalue that you don't

know. I just put up what the Orr-Sommerfeld equation actually looks like

in that notation.(4! You don't need to study it. I just wanted you to look

at it.
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K J E [p3(p2-4)2-3 n2 p5+3 n4 p3-p n:(n2-4)2 ] ap
{/>-n CUCJI)

p-n-t-4

N
- E ( [ 2 «2 + | ia R(4-4(l-Cn-C,,_i)]p(p

2-ir)

j I- 7 ia R C,, p (p L - a i+2 f ) - 7 t« R c/,,-- p [p--i.n-2.i-] i op

+ i« R n(n-l ) «<„ + {«4 + 1 n R[ (1-d icr-2] }cn a,,

- ^ ic\3 R [C,,-2 a,,-2 + CnCCn+C-l ) n,, + C,,Un,2) = 0

c,, = 0. n < 0; co = 2; c , = 1 i / n > 0

(/„ = 0 . n < 0; c/,, = ! , 1 1 S O , I s co/n

coix/ t t toas a r e :

I

i
n-l ci

i

(-71

•rn

= 0,

= 0,

n

H-0
n ewcii

N

n=l
n-I cucr

rr

n~

o,>

a,,

= 0

= 0 ( 1 . 1 2 ' J ;

It's a fairly messy algebraic equation. The eigenvalue OJ is buried in

the A., which is inside the equation. These c's and '»'s are just sets of

numbers which are defined here. This is, in effect, the representation of

Orr-Sommerfeld equation in the Chebyshev expansion coefficients.

The way the boundary conditions are dealt with is the following.

Instead of picking all N of these equations, we take N 4 of them, and then

for the boundary conditions ( namely vanishing v and its derivative at (/

equal plus minus one i they also are written algebraically, and those are

used as the last 4 rows of this big matrix equation. One tests for

convergence by letting the number of rows get larger and larger, to see
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whether the answer changes. This is called Lanczos 'Tau Method10' ". The

way in which the matrix is diagonalized is by using something called the

QR algorithm, which Gary and Helgason discuss(6) . I don't know very much

about it. Basically, we take N-4 rows of the matrix equation and keep N

coefficients and use the four boundary conditions to complete the matrix,

to make it square. Then you diagonalize it. and you can find computer

programs which will search for eigenvalues in order. That is. the one with

the largest imaginary part, then the one with the next largest imaginary

part, and so on, can be printed out so you can know at any time whether

you are in the stable regime or the unstable regime, and you can know what

the eigenvalues and eigen functions look like. It's a very intriguing

paper to read, in which he reaches the conclusion that the critical

Reynolds number is 5772.22. People were already saying things like 5778 or

5780. so this extra bit of accuracy was not of that much impact, but it

turned out to be a very elegant computation which is worth learning about.

Now I have to say something about experiments because ip until about

the early 1970's. it was widely understood that you could not maintain

non turbulent or laminar Poiseuille flow above a Reynolds number 1000 to

2000. But by being very careful about suppression of noise and using very

wide parallc-1 planes to minimize the end effects and introducing very

smooth profiles. Nishioka, Asai and Iida at Osaka Univ ' . were able to

for the first time to maintain a laminar flow, for plane Poiseuille

geometry, up to Reynolds numbers in excess of 5000 or 6000. This is a

really major breakthrough in experiment. The flows that they maintained

didn't lemain strictly one-dimensional the way the flows that we've

written here do. Instead of having a pure parabolic profile, the stream

lines would look a little bit wavy. Most of the measurements were done
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with a hot anemometer. Their paper in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics1''

goes into great detail. In any case, they were able to maintain plane

Poiseuille flow by getting the noise level down to less than 1 % up to a

Reynolds number in excess of 5000 or so. Then there is something called

the vibrating ribbon technique for actually exciting waves in such

situations. It involves inserting a thin ribbon in the flow and making it

vibrate at a particular frequency and being able to launch a signal and

watch it amplify. Even if you get into a regime, in which the length of

plates is insufficient to allow the spontaneous noise to do any

amplifying , you can inject noise of a particular amplitude and watch

whether it grows or damps downstream and compare the growth and damping of

the particular injected signal with that predicted by the Orr-Sommerfeld

equation. For the first time, in this set of experiments, people were

actually able to get Orr-Sommerfeld eigenvalues measured, more or less, in

the laboratory. So the question is, what is going on? The efforts that

were necessary in order to be able to see this Orr-Sommerfeld regime were

pretty heroic. The efforts that they had to go to in order to suppress

this noise down to less than 1 "•> were nothing that you would ever imagine

trying to incorporate into engineering practice. For practical purposes,

it is still the case that critical Reynolds numbers are 1000 or 2000 or

something like that. So what is going on? Why is it that the linear

stability theory is simply not adequate to predict what actually seems to

be happening in practice? That's the point of the story.

Before going on to that, let me show how a couple of things work out

of 0rszag"s paper. This is a demonstration of the speed of convergence for

the most unstable eigenmode of plane Poiseuille flow.
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Number of
CliehyRhev poly-
nomials (M + 1) CDC CtflOO time (sen)

17 0-42
23 004
26 131
32 2-36
38 3-75
(50 a-24

R I. CDC (11500 l.imo to r<nA ni|;cmvnliir!< hy Mio
llRbynhev approximation nml QR lniM.hnH.

14 0-23713751 +()O»n(l.in44>

17 0- 237-1331H + O-00.17224N<
20 O-23752lt7<l + O-OO373427;
23 0-237ri2n70 + 000373ff82i
20 0-237B2048 + OOO373nmi
20 023752(140+ OOO37:t0«7i
32 O-2!t7r>2rt4tl + O-flO373flfl7i
38 0-23752(140+ OOO373nn7i
r>0 0-23758040+ 0003730B7«

2. CliettyBhev approxinmtiot* to t.ho most nnatnMe tnodo of
plmm Poipmiillo flow for a = 1, It = lOflno.

; Fiom Reference 4 1

This is number of Chebyshev polynomials taken as the matrix size

increases. This is the computed eigenvalue that, for Reynolds number

10000. results that from paticular number of Chebyshev polynomials. So you

can see by the time we are up to 20 Chebyshev polynomials, the answer has

already stabilized to four significant figures, and increasing the number

up to 50 makes very little difference. The point is, these codes were run

with relatively low resolution and budget and got quite high accuracy.
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The eigenfunctions computed, once you sura up the Chebyshev

polynomials to get a profile typically would like this.

o-2

o-i

-01

A plot of the profile u(z) of the x velocity of the two-dimensional initial disturbance
used in run 2. This disturbance is chosen at the least stable eigenmode of the Orr-Sommcrfeld
equation for plane Poiseuille flow with fl = 2935 and a = 1-3231. The phase of the initial per-
turbation is chosen so that the maximum velocity perturbation occurs initially at x = 0, where
this plot is made. The initial disturbances used in runs 3 and i are proportional to that imposed
in run 2.

( From Reference (8) )

~z~ corresponds to y.for us, and this is just one component of the

velocity field for the antisymmetric mode, at a Reynolds number of 2935.

And this is typical of the output of the code.

The story of whafs really happening was developed by a lot of

people. Probably those who should get the most credit are Orszag and his

collaborators, and paticularly this two papers in Journal of Fluid

Mechanics: Orszag and Kells(8) in 1980. and Orszag and Patera'9) in 1983.

What they did, essentially, was to solve the non-linear Navier-Stokes

eq. first two dimensionally and then three dimensionally. All the

information they got, practically, is information it would be impossible

to get by any kind of algebraic means. It required high Reynolds number
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spatial resolution. It was necessary to solve the Navier-Stokes equation

exactly in order to be able to provide the story that has now emerged.

Here is what happens. Then I'll try to go through to show you in detail

with some documentation from the papers. First of all, with the purely two

dimensional code it was found that a nonlinear instability would set in at

a Reynolds number of about 2800, a factor two down from the Orr-Sominerfeld

prediction, but more than a factor of two up from the actual experimental

practice. So two dimensional non-linear instabilities are not a resolution

of the problem, but they are a piece of the resolution of the problem in

the following way. The second part of it. the crucial part of story, is

that these non-linear instabilities also have associated with them, in the

regime between R ^ 1000 and R -̂  2800 , very weakly damped two dimensional

solutions that are periodic in space, but which turn out to be wildly

unstable to three dimensional perturbations.

Question: What do you mean, non linear instability?

I mean that if I set up some initial conditions between the parallel

planes, with a level of perturbation on the Poiseuille flow of something

of the order of 1 percent or so, and let it run as an initial value

problem, it will not relax to Poiseuille flow, but it will relax to a

steady-state periodic Poiseuille flow plus a small wiggle. If I get up to

a Reynolds number about 2800. then that wiggle itself begins to grow. But

between 1000 and 2800, it's either undamped or very, very weakly damped;

it's not possible to say which numerically, because the damping rate is so

small. In that, regime between 1000 and 2800 this non-linear weakly-damped,

two-dimensional, spatially-periodic state is strongly unstable to three
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dimensional disturbances. This happens down to a Reynolds number of about

1000. Now in the very beginning. Squire's theorem seemed to say that if

the problem was going to be unstable, it would have to be unstable to two

dimensional disturbances. People stopped considering the possibility of

three dimensions. Squire's theorem, however, only applied to the

linearized problem for Poiseuille flow. Squire's theorem did not apply to

the linearized study of all other problems or situations, particularly the

two dimensional. periodic steady states. There was no Squire's theorem for

them. People didn't, for a long time, think to investigate what michl

happen to a three dimensional perturbation on this two dimensional.

weakly damped situation. The surprising part is that the same thing is

true for Couette flow. Couette flow, which is linearly stable for all

Reynolds numbers, does about same thing. It has these weakly damped

two dimensional, periodic, quasi steady states, and they also are strongly

unstable to three dimensional perturbations at Reynolds numbers of about

the sam^ values. They were not able to find any unstable non linear two

dimensional states for Couette flow. The pipe flow stuation is still up in

the air. they are still talking about that, but it looks like same sort of

thing will happen for the pipe flow case0' I'm trying to kind of minimize

the pipe flow cases, because I don't want to get too much into the

complexities of cylindrical geometry. I want to focus on plane geometry.

Let me now try to establish some of those statements a ljttle bit. First

of all. here's roughly the way the code works. What I have been calling y

they call 2: so permit me to make that exchange here, z is now the

coordinate between the plates. The velocity field is expanded as a Fourier

series in the two directions x and y. It's expanded as a Chebyshev series

in z and the expansion coefficients are functions u m.n.p.t:. p is the
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index of the Chebyshev polynomial, the time is t. The Navier-Stokes

equation is rewritten in rotation form.

( u — r coordinates interchange )

H N P
v(x,() = £ E E u(m.n.p,i) exp [2M i i -n- i- 4r i)T,,r;

^ 7 - « / • « - V T + L. v-v

x - f> + 1,2 IT 1.13

where ~ is the pressure plus half of v squared. There is a lot of

fancy numerical analysis, that I'm not expert enough to say very much

about. Pseudo spectral methods are applied to the non linear terms,

meaning that what you would do is advance the expansion coefficient u in

time. But you evaluate the non-linear term like v • CJ . and the part of z

that comes from that, you evaluate those in x space. You do a FFT in

position space, do the multiplication, and then another FFT back into

Fourier space at each time step. You incorporate the boundary conditions

and the viscous terms by the Lanczos tan method. There is a time splitting

scheme for advancement of the Fourier coeffecients which I won't bother to

put up. There isn't much I can say about it. I would like to say something

about the initial data, typical data used in the initial condition. First

of all the velocity profile is L':ri which might be Poiseuille flow or

Couette flow. A much smaller two-dimensional disturbance, which is

typically obtained as the least-damped mode of the Orr Sommerfeld equation

is added. Then a still smaller three-dimensional disturbance is added

which can even be the round-off error.
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(1) Fourier series in periodic directions.

(2) Gicbyshcv scries in direction nonnal to malls.

(3) Pscmlo spectral tnctliods applied to nonlinear terms.

(4) Tint uirIItoils on pressure and viscous terms and boundary conditions

(5) I apical resolution is 32-32-33.

(6) lni I ial data;

v = < U ( z ) . 0 , 0 ) + R eCvso(=) c ' ° l )

+ I Re[v*.3D(=) e ^ " * ' ) + Rc [u-.3iU~> c l n r - ' f e ) ) ( 1 . 1 4 )

Undoubtedly, the most dramatic picture they show is one which the

instability is triggered entirely in terms of round off error. The code

can be run in the following way: it can be run as a purely two dimensional

code, with the three dimensional stuff suppressed at every time step, or.

it can be run as a two-dimensional code which involves a small

two dimensional perturbation, and an even smaller three dimensional

perturbation that has finite /? associated with it.

These are some typical results for the purely two dimensional runs.

This is the velocity profile obtained for the Orr-Soramerfeld equation for
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the two dimensional part of the disturbance. The Reynolds number is 2935.

the x wave number is 1.3231.

- 0 2 L

A plot of tlio z profile of the x velocity component
( From Reference [8) } oftho primary dirturbaiwo in run 2 u t / = 120.

This is a time history of two amplitudes, the primary amplitude, that

is the one that goes with this slightly damped Orr-Sommerfeld solution d

0-2 r

0 1

Primary

1 I I I I

75 ISO

A plot of the time cvohition of ttie maximum amplitude in s of the .r velocity com-
ponent of thu two-dimensional primary disturbance [that depending on JC like cx[> (f3Ex|| and its
harmonic [depending on x like cxp(2txr)] for run 2. At hit" timrs the primary disturbance is
undergoing slow prowth.

[ I'litlit Wc/cieiK C .8
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and its first harmonic. And even though you probably can't see it on

the graph, (may be can a you little bit. at the end), the primary is

growing slightly in time. This Reynolds number is 2935 is just large

enough to be on the unstable side, in the two dimensional non-linear

situation.

This is a plot of the velocity profile. There is not very much

difference in velocity profile; the I-~ is the Poiseuille profile, the

Uiz) is what it distorts into as a consequence of the two dimensional

perturbation. A plot of the curvature is somewhat illuminating.

- 0 5 0 5

A plot of the mean velocity fi(z) in run 2 at I = 120. For comparison, the undisturbed
plane Foiseuille flow profile 1 — ** is also plotted.

( From Reference (8) 3
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iso r

-OS oos

A plot of tho curvature — U"(J) of tho mean velooity profile in run 2 at t = 120. Kor
comparison, the curvature 2 of the parabolic profile I — z* is also plotted.

( From Rc/emuc.8) )

The thing that is characteristic of the one-dimensional Poiseuille

profile is the constant curvature; this is just this horizontal line here.

However, if you take the perturbed average velocity in this same direction

and compute its curvature, ve get something which in the neighbourhood of

the boundaries is large enough that the over-all curvature of the profile

can in fact change sign. It can go from positive to negative in this

region. So this slight perturbation is adequate to generate a profile

which according to the criteria of the old ideal theory would have an

inflection point, would have a change of sign of the curvature. Therefore,

it might become ideally unstable. There is may be a possibility that there

is a character of an ideal instability in this stuation, if the third

coordinate is allowed to get into the act, especially if the third

coordinate is allowed by participate.
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This is from a paper by Herbert'21 , at Virginia Polytech. This is

generalization of the stability diagrams, those R-a stability plots that

Heisenberg and everybody since him has typically constructed.

12000

Perspective view of the neutrai surfaca (H=2).

(Frcn Heriert 1977}

f From Rvfctvncc<2) )

This is three dimensional plot in which the o wave number for the

plane Poiseuille flow goes this way. the Reynolds number goes this way.

and the energy of the two dimensional perturbation goes this way. The

intersection at zero energy is the old critical stability curve and there

is a solid surface, now, which sticks out well beyond that intersection,

and which now divides a region which is stable from a region which is

unstable to the growth of these two dimensional disturbances that are

imposed.
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A dimensional disturbance that is somewhere inside this region

( this is energy vs Reynolds number )

0.03

£

0.02

0.01

zcco

' upper branch (UB):
stable equilibrium
(meandering motion)

brancn (L5J:
, unsszble equilibrium

3aca 4000 5000 6000 R

Bifurcation diagram fcr tvio-diir.ensional motions
in a plane channel. (Frora Herbert 1977)

( From Rcfctvncc (2) )

will come up and sit stably on this upper branch, and a steady-state,

periodic solution for a long time. This is an algebraic theory, by the

way, which I don't think I want to go into the details of. but I just

wanted to mention, that it has this behavior. Inside this region, then,

one finds an instability with an unstable and a stable repellor and an

attractor,and the attractor is a positive energy attractor to a state

which is spatially periodic in the x direction.
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Primary

0036

50 75 100

A plot of the maximum amplitude A of tho primary
disturbance and its harmonic for run 4.

01

Harmonic

75
l

A plot of the maximum amplitude .4 of the primary disturbance and its harmonic for
run 1 at It = 2.100. The initial disturbance is chosen to be the least stnble cigenmodo of tlio Orr-
Soinmcrfuhl equation with /? = 2500, x = 1323I.

[ From Rc/civnccr8) ]

Here is a sample of the sort of results that the two dimensional code

generates when one is on the stable side of plane Poiseuille flow. These

are Reynolds numbers of 2500, so what one sees is, if one puts in some
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initial conditions which consists of the Poiseuille flow plus the least

damped solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation: a primary and a harmonic .

which both slowly decay with time, and don"t appear to be going anywhere.

o 108 r

0054 -

too

A plot of the maximum amplitude A vs. t for the two-dimensional primary disturbance
and its harmonic and the three-dimensional primary wave [with a = 1-3231 and/? = 1] in run 3A.
The two-dimensional part of the initial conditions is the same as in run 3 of § 3 white tho three-
dimensional component is introduced initially through round-off error. Note that the amplitude
of the three-dimensional component is multiplied by 10*.

[ From Reference<3) )

Here is what happens if you permit the code to be a little bit three

dimensional. This is the fate of a three dimensional perturbation,

generated entirely by round-off error multiplied by a factor of 10R where

the round off error contributes something like one part 1011 per time

step. Even within a few hundred time steps, it's able to make the three

dimensional disturbance grow explosively. Once they had determined that,

they began to explore the problem systematically by putting on two

dimensional steady states, and three dimensional perturbations that they

wanted.
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[ From Reference (9) )
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This is a plot, by the way, of str-eam function contours, and velocity

contours, for these two-dimensional quasi-steady finite-amplitude states

below the unstable threshold. That is what they look like. Most of the

vorticity as you can see, is confined to the boundaries. Inside, they are

just stream lines which just wave slightly as we go down the channel, and

are pretty much ideal flow with zero vorticity inside.

log£

-50 L-

Reynolds-number dependence of the three-dimensional growth rate for plane Pni.-vuillc
flow at a. = fi = 1-25. These results are obtained from a {time-dependent) direct numerical
simulation. Observe that disturbances decav for R < 1000.

log£

-50 L
viuim-iw wavenumber dciwrideni* of the thrro-ilimi-nsional grow ih

rate in plane Poiseuille How at fi = 1500, fi = l.i'i.

( From Reference(9) ]
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They exhibit many plots like this that show the fate of three

dimensional disturbances as functions of time: the log of thj total energy

of the three dimensional disturbances as a function of time for two

dimensional profiles at different Reynolds number. Here is one at 1500.

and one at 500. You can see that the three dimensional perturbations grow.

When you get down to a Reynolds number which is somewhere below 1000. it

is not possible to pin it down exactly, but it is somewhere around 1000.

the three dimensional perturbations cease to grow from the two

dimensional, weakly-damped states. This is the situation for Couette flow.

-50 *-
Thm'-dilnpnsional secondary instability in plain? QHIL'U<; flow at

a = fi = 1 0. A critical Ucynulds number of I(HH) ia singled out.

[ From Ri-frrcnrc (9i

Again, R is somewhere around 1000. The perturbations don't grow very

much.

It seems to be the resolution of the problem. For the first time

somebody has been able to actually get laboratory values of critical

Reynolds numbers for plane Poiseuille flow. Couette flows and pipe flow.

They have done it by combination of near instabilities which are
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non-linear and two dimensional, and then three dimensional perturbations

on these instabilities which are apparently unstable down to arbitrarily

small amplitudes. What you can do see Orszag and Pateran ,1983 is to

calculate something about them by a two dimensional linear theory.

What we are trying to do right now. and we are far from finished, we

are just getting started) is to try to pursue the MHD analogue of this

problem. We are trying to decide if there are sub critical transitions to

turbulence in MHD flows in very simple geometries. Situations are

considered that are like parallel plane Poiseuille flow, and Couette flow

and so on. So we first have to decide what those are. They are certainly

not stellarators, not Tokamaks. not toroidal Z pinches; they are something

pretty simple. And so we have tried to pick the simplest MHD case we could

and carry out a parallel program for it.

>l // D analogue: iV-n = O, V • B --- 0 ;

4 T + v-Vv = - V p + B V B + •[.a t N

Slicet Pinch Geometry

v = 0.0.0' B = BQ.O.O*

a = 0 i = V B ••• . 0. 0. -cffli, chi

S = CA L II '• Ltim/ijuist inmher

>l = CA L v : Viscous analogue
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What I have written here, are incompressible MHD equations once

again, now in terms of dimensionless units. There are now two Reynolds

like numbers, one of which, I guess, ought to be called the Lundquist

number, which is the typical Alfven speed times the typical length,

divided by the magnetic diffusivity.There is a viscous analogue. I don't

know if it has a name, which is an Alfven speed times a characteristic

length an Alfven speed times a characteristic length divided by the

kinematic viscosity. They appear under the two dissipative terms in MHD.

For want of anything better to do we are going to study the classic "sheet

pinch" geometry, in which there is no velocity field in equilibrium. The

magnetic field just has one component which is normal to the pressure

gradient, and which points in the x direction, no vorticity; the electric

current, which is the MHD analogue of vorticity, is in the z direction and

both of these are functions of y. That is not exactly a steady state if

one uses resistive boundary conditions. Our boundary conditions are rather

important here. I'm always assuming two parallel planes, between which the

sheet pinch is made, which are rigid perfect conductors. Since they are

rigid, and since it is a viscous system, all three components of the

velocity have to be zero at the walls. Also, the tangential component of

current, and the normal component of the magnetic field both vanish at

walls, since it is a perfect conductor. That's a boundary condition which

is, I think, frequently not invoked at a conducting boundary, but if it is

a perfectly conducting boundary, it should be. What it means is that there

is no strictly steady state, as there is in the case of Poiseuille flow.

There is not an exact solution of the equations of motion. You can't have

a one-dimensional electric field in the presence of a perfectly conducting

boundary that is parallel to it. So it's not a steady state. The whole
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situation will resistively decay as the currents go away Ohmically. If S

is large, ve can approximate the slowly resistively decaying magnetic

field by its initial value.

Bo(y.f) = exp(-£jp) Bo(y.O)

But for low values of the magnetic Reynolds number, or Lundquist

number S. our results will be inaccurate. That's one of the hard facts of

life about MHD. A perfectly conducting boundary will eventually make the

current go away. The problem we are going to look at has been looked at

many times in limit of infinite M, zero viscosity but finite resistivity.

Furth, Killeen. and Rosenbluthh"01 were the first, as far as I know, to

look at that problem. Most people that have come since have followed their

lead and have looked at the limit of zero viscosity and finite

resistivity. But for plasmas of current interest, if you look at. say.

Braginskii's table1n) of transport coefficients, you'll find that they are

far more viscous than they are resistive. The viscosity coefficient must

be larger than magnetic diffusivity. So it's not a satisfactory

approximation to treat M as infinite and S as finite.

Our results are in a paper by Dahlburg, Zang, Montgomery, and

Hussaini'-1 . In the problem we consider, the magnetic field B has only an

x component, which is a function of y, and small perturbations are allowed

which obey the boundary conditions. The velocity field is a small

perturbation. We linearize by throwing away all products of perturbation

quantities.
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L e t B = ( B 0 ( y j , 0 , 0 ) + B l " = B ( 0 ) + B ( I )

inccu

= - V p ' n + B'°'-VB(I) + B" !-VB : 0 1

V - u " ! = 0

V-B11' = 0

Pci Im')(•(/ Qntin/ i (ics ̂ - exp ( icu-iol ) (1.16)

Linearized equations like these are not unfamiliar. We can seek

solutions which go as exp(i«x-io)t), ve have x independent coefficients, so

we can seek solutions which go as exp(inx), where a is an arbitrary wave

number. We can prove a Squire's theorem, so that it is only necessary to

look at the two dimensional problem. If we divide the velocity field and

the magnetic field up into x, y, z components, we can manipulate the

various equations of motion and get down to a pair of simultaneous coupled

equations for the y component of magnetic field, and the y component of

the velocity field.

Let vin = (u.i'.iu) B n i = (bt.b,,.b_-i. <>,, - b

Manipulate Components

D s d/chj
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( Dr-cr )- v = -ico N(jf-cr) v - ia M Bo(D--cr) b + i« A/,DJ B o > '>

( D::-«2+ tea S ) b = -ia S Bov

v = 0. Dv = 0, b = 0 at y = ±1

Mciy/ic/os/dl ic a/Kf/oydc o/ On Sowwcrfclil Equation.

Reduces to Furtli-I\i I teen-Rownbtilth cusc for M • » '1.17;

These are the tnagnetostatic analogue of the Orr Sonmierfeld equation.

This is a sixth-order (complex) system instead of a fourth order system.

The boundary conditions become that v, Dv, b all have to vanish at the

parallel plates y=± I . If we go to the limit of infinite M. the system

reduces to the Furth, Killeen, and Rosenbluth system.that has been

investigated quite a few times. We use Orszag"s method, by expanding

everything in sight in Chebyshev polynomials, although there might be a

set of better expansion functions for this problem:

Use OrsriKj's spec hoi me Mod.

,v
Bo = E ft. Tn(y)

0

V = Y,

V

b = E !>„ Tn(u)

7"n(cos0} = cosnQ again (1.18
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We substitute these expansions into the pair of equations that couple

b and v. Once again the general form of the matrix eigenvalue equation

that results is Ax = «8v,

where A and B are <2V+2)* (2V42) square matrices. The x is a column

vector which has components which are the expansion coefficients for v and

b. We again use this QR algorithm'" •(0) to solve the matrix eigenvalue

problem, and try to list the unstable eigenfunctions and unstable

eigenvalues for different current profiles. If we are going to argue about

subcritical transitions in MHD turbulence, then we are going to have to

know what the predictions of the linear theory are. We were very surprised

when searching the literature, to find that nobody knew what the

predictions of the linear theory actually were. Quite a lot linear

stability calculation has been done, but there was no place you could go

to find critical S and M values for this program. Before you can start

looking for sub critical or non-linear transitions, you have to know what

the critical linear values of S, M, and o are. We have investigated

numerically these questions for several current profiles""1 . Here are the

current profiles whose stability we have investigated.

Blm) - y - y3/3

BI(II) = tan~](y y) - r y(r+1 )"'

Bo(y) = y -
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B*(y) = siiih"1 (y y) - y

_potsci/i He - I

Bo (y) = fi0 (quadratic current profile)

io(y) = --
d Bp(y)

dy Bo(y) odd.

There is no uniqueness of the profile as there is for the

hydrodynamic (Poiseuille) case, so there are many choices we can make.

These are the current profiles we have investigated so far. All are even

in y and the associated magnetic field is odd in y. One is a parabolic

current profile, a constant minus y squared, 1-y2. The parabolic current

profile is the one we think is the closest analogue to plane Poiseuille

flow. It's more or less a sheet current profile to model what you have in

a Tokamak or something. If you have perfectly conducting boundaries, it

goes from a maximum to a minimum, down to zero or something very close to

zero at the outside. We investigated other functions which have the same

general shape: the current has a central maximum and a minimum close to

zero at the edge. The magnetic field is an odd function of y and has a

zero at center. (Most of these computations have been done at the NASA
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Langley Research Center, Hampton. Virginia, by R.Dahlburg and T.A.Zang)

There have been suprises. First of all, for the parabolic profile, ve

have been unable to find any instabilities at all. The higher the Reynolds

number, the more Chebyshev polynomials we need to keep, and the more

expensive the computer code is to run. So there is always an upper limit

the Reynolds numbers M and S that we can actually run. We have run up to

50000 or 600000, and the parabolic profile shows no linear instability at

all.

Those other profiles, have shown linear instability at very much

lower values of the Reynolds numbers. All the unstable profiles we have

seen so far, have the property that the current has an inflection point

somewhere. ( This is unproved analytically, as a general result, but I

still believe it is generally true. ) Another result which we believe is a

theorem but have not been able to prove is that the unstable modes which

first appear always have zero real part to the eigenvalue. That does not

mean the system is Hermitian (self-adjoint) because the damped modes have

finite real and imaginary parts to their a's. The mode that first goes

unstable always is purely unstably growing, or purely damped, but has no

oscillation to it. ( This is also analytically unproved. )

Here is the current profile Bo(y).

-1.0
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Here is a typical unstable eigenfunction (v is purely real and b is

purely imaginary) on Bo for S = M = 1000 .

-1.0 -O.a 0.5 l.o

[ From Re/erence (12) ]

Here is the marginal stability curve of critical Reynolds numbers

S = Sc, M = Mc . in the SM plane. Note the quite low values of the

threshold Sc, Mc . (this is for Bo(y),y=10)

100

BO
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1

-

1
0 20 40 60 80 100

[ From Reference (12) ]
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Here is the marginal stability curve in the a, S plane for

M=l,10,1000, for Bo(y), T=10

200 400 600
S

800 1,000

[ From Reference (12) )

The original paper'12' should be consulted for further results and an

extensive bibliography.

Let me summarize what we have found. If the current profiles have an

inflection point, the critical Reynolds numbers are more than two orders

of magnitude lower than their hydrodynamic counterparts, although even the

profiles with inflection points are ideally stable.

Inflection points seem to be essential for the instability show up in

two dimensions, at least for those Reynolds numbers we are able to

investigate.

Re*.w) is always zero as the first unstable mode appears. (I have to

emphasize that we have investigated only even current profiles). The

stability boundary is a function of the product MS. So if transition

behavior is of interest, one cannot take one of the Reynolds numbers equal

to infinity and keep the other finite, for then one is always on the

unstable side of the boundary.
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That corresponds to the conclusion one hears frequently, that tearing

modes are always unstable; this is true if we always consider M - ̂-- . For

large values of S and M, the asymptotic tearing layer prediction that the

growth rate falls off as S~3''5 is accurate, even better than IV So we have

made some contact with the algebraic analysis that is the ancestor of this

problem.

What would we like to do in the future? My colleagues are working

hard now, trying to write a program for both two dimensional and three

dimensional fully non linear MHD computations. We want to be able to

follow the evolution of arbitrary initial values. At the moment, we have a

two dimensional non-linear MHD code (no 3D yet1 which is running. It will

duplicate the linear growth rates to better than IV It is now being run

to try to find the two dimensional equilibria, if any. that are analogous

to the hydrodynamic periodic states. Then we will try to show that these

would be unstable to three dimensional perturbations below the 2D linear

stability thresholds. Probably some things we don't expect will show up.

Presently, as far as I know, there is no experiment that begins to bo

accurate enough to provide the kind of check point that Nishioka's

experiments'7' provide for hydrodynamics. Nobody is able to give reliable

internal measurements of the magnetic field and velocity field variations

inside the current generation of fusion devices. But it is quite possible

that cooler plasmas could be made on which these measurements might be

made, at much lower cost than a state-of-the-art Tokamak. A society which

finds it impractical" to allocate resources to such a fundamental

experiments, while making large appropriations for devices which assume

the existence of the knowledge the experiments would provide, has. at

best, extraordinary optimism.
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Second Lecture

Closures '. Attempts at Dynamical Theories

Last week we talked about the universal transition to turbulence

which, we argued, took place at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers,

mechanical and / or magnetic.

We saw. though.that it's not necessarily too easy to decide what the

critical values of Reynolds numbers were where the turbulence set in. This

week I want to assume that the Reynolds numbers are well above critical

threshold, that the fluids are fully turbulent, and start discussing the

physics of fully developed turbulence, both for Navier Stokes fluids and

for magneto fluids.

When we first start looking at a turbulent field, it's not even

completely clear what quantities you should concentrate on. what variables

you should be looking at. If you put in a probe into a turbulent fluid,

and measure typical components of a fluctuating vector, say, velocity

field or magnetic field at a fixed point in space as function cf time, you

just get a wavy line which is not reproducible. Nobody knows how to get

the same wavy line twice. This lack of reproducibility is compounded, for

most of the hotter magneto-plasmas of current interest, by the fact that

the probe will burn up before you even get the wavy line.

The fields are, for all practical purposes, random functions,

continuous but random. So anything you do with them, any manipulations,

must have a statistical basis of some kind. Continuous random functions
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are very difficult to handle, because of the difficulty of doing

functional integrals, and the easiest way out, to make a concrete

description of the probabilistic elements of the problem, is to expand in

some sort of set of orthogonal functions: typically Fourier series, but

not necessarily Fourier series. Then we may regard the real and imaginary

parts of the expansion coefficients of that field as phase space

variables.

iM'x.f ) = 2_! v(k.t) e.vpd'fc i)

Re v, !fc,l), Im Uj(fc.t) ore p/tcisc-spore uirmbfes

fc = -r- (nx,n, rn-) ; L - °° , perhaps. (2.1)

The allowed wave numbers are frequently chosen to be those

appropriate to periodic boundary conditions, and have attractive features.

We assume we have a large box of edge L and then the Fourier components

with wave numbers of Za/L times a triple of integers are introduced.

Later, you can let the size of the box become infinite if you want to and

these Fourier series go over into Fourier integrals. The phase space

coordinates i/r,i/, for each fc play about the same roles that canonical

coordinates and momenta play in the phase space description of a molecular

gas. There are joint probability distributions of all of them, and reduced

probability distributions for subsets of them. Basically, we are going to

be talking about the probability distributions of these Fourier

coefficients and their moments, which we write <Vi(k,t)> •

<Vi (fc, t )vt(fc", f )> . etc., indicating ensemble averages by < >.
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The quantities that are reproducible tend to be. in laboratories,

time averages of velocities at some point in space, products of two

velocities, products of three, and so on. Those are the things which are

reproducible. Typical laboratory arrangements in which such measurements

are made for fluid turbulence may be indicated by sketching a wind tunnel.

Vinci Tunnel

-T — -

< v > > 50 m/s

Grid

Hot - Wire

Anemometer

Reynolds number: R > 5 x 10

Some sort of air or some other gases, for instance, whose speed might

be 50 Hi's.t'C or greater, is blown past a grid of bars or cross wires in the

stream, which makes turbulence, which then propagates down stream with the

average velocity. Typically, velocity field measurements are made by what

is called a hot-wire anemometer. This is a little piece of wire, the

resistance of which you know as function of temperature. It is kept hot at

constant current and the fluid goes by, which cools it proportionally to

the speed with which it blows by. and so the resistance varies. Therefore

voltage varies and measurements of those voltage fluctuations are

measurements of the flow speed in some direction. Reynolds numbers that

are achievable relatively easily are of the order 5> 104 .

As we were talking about last week, turbulence sets in at Reynolds
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numbers 2000 or 3000 or maybe 5000. Now we consider much larger Reynolds

number, and we understand the turbulence to be fully developed. It is

easiest to consider the physics in the rest frame of the fluid where the

mean velocity is zero. You can always transform coordinates to the frame

in which the mean velocity is z^ro. You can't do that, by the way. for

MHD. The mean magnetic field typically can"t be transformed away. That is

a difference: but for the time being, we are going to be talking about

Navier Stokes fluids. Since we are in the rest frame, the first non

vanishing moment which is of interest is

R,, r.l.x-r.l-r) -• i\(x,M r, <r* r. / <7 > <2.2;

It is a product of two velocities < i>, , r, say >. evaluated two

different points in space and two different points in time. A standard

notation for that tensor so constructed is R,, which is a function of two

space time points, and the bracket means a time average measurement in the

steady state. For theoretical purposes, we would like ""to take ensemble

averages. We sort of hope we are dealing with a system which is ergodic in

some sense, so we can regard the two averages as interchangable from an

experimental point of view. Typically, experiments are not done on

ensembles of wind tunnels, rather on time averages in single wind tunnels.

And for the magneto-fluid case, there is a whole zoo of similar quantities

with magnetic fields involved, or one magnetic field and one velocity

field, and pairs of each.
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For MHD, tie a I so have

< B i ( i . f ) Bjd+r.t+T) > , < B,(x.t) Vj{x+r,t+r) > , etc.

Correlation Tensors can also be made up of

u = P M / , j = Vvfl, 4 ( /or whidi B = V ^ ), etc.

< ai <y >, < u j >, < B j >,< A B >, < A A >, e(c. (2.3;

Measurements of all of those quantities are possible but relatively

few have been made. You can also make up correlation tensors out of other

interesting fluid variables like vorticity ( the curl of the velocity

field ),' current, which is the curl of the magnetic field; vector

potential whose curl is the magnetic field. Multiplying any two of those

together and averaging gives you another independent correlation tensor or

covariance that is, in principle, a reproducible, valuable, physical

variable.

Let me just concentrate on the Navier-Stokes case for the time being.

Let me talk about the case in which two velocities are evaluated at the

same time:the time separation, T , is equal to zero. This gives the most

single interesting quantity in Navier-Stokes turbulence.

Ri, -x.r. h-r-O) = < i', (.x, t )tij (x+r. t) >

6 imJofx'iK/i/nf functions of 7 independent Kit iahlcs,

const mined only by requirement thai Vv - 0. 2.4

It has six independent components if i.,i run from one to three,

generally 7 independent variables. 6 space coordinates and one time,

constrained only by the requirement that we are dealing with

incompressible flow v div. of velocity field equal to zero •. Even at this
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very first level, this preliminary level of first trying to discuss the

velocity correlation tensor, it is already a complicated quantity. It has

6 functions, of 7 unknowns, and keeping track of it even at a kinematic

level is complicated.

Before trying to do any dynamics, any physical description is already

of a complicated form. What is usually done is to attempt to reduce the

number of degrees of freedom that are involved. In a practical case, for

example real turbulent flow of wind going around the outside of a

building, all of those degrees of freedom may be important.. All those

correlation elements may be independent of each other and their space

dependences may be turn out to be non trivial. It is critical to be able

to collapse the very complicated tensor description down quite a lot to a

much simpler description. For example, if we assume that the statistical

properties of the velocity field are independent of space, over sane

volume of space, we say that turbulence is homogeneous, statistically

homogeneous. Then the statistical properties are independent of the point

x, and covariances like /?*, are functions of only the separation of the

two points, not their absolute location. The derivatives with respect to

the components of x are equal to zero. Ra (x.f.x+r.t+t) already collapses

to something which is a function of only one separation and one time. We

are going to be looking at equal times, so r is equal to zero. We have

already got down to 4 independent variables. Now a second kind of symmetry

which simplifies the description quite a lot is rotational isotropy. By

that, we mean the following If I take this tensor R and dot it on both

sides by arbitrary vectors a and b, what I get is a scalar for any vectors

a and b. The properties of the turbulent field don't depend on which way

the axes are oriented and then it makes no difference which way you are
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looking at turbulence: the statistical properties are the same. That

further constrains quite a bit the form that R,y can have. The fluid

dynamics case was worked out by H.P. Robertson in 1940(l) and the

generalization of this Robertson's development recently was given by

W.H.Matthaeus and C.Smith(2) ( who are former William and Mary graduate

students ) for magnetohydrodynamic cases. Their work is in Phys Rev. A24,

2135(1981 ). This scalar function F=a,Rtjbj , the most general form it can

have is some function of r multiplied by all the various scalars I nan

make out of a,b and r. Those are cr.tr. a • b ,b • r . r • r . a • b • r • etc. .

They also have to be linear in a and b because we dotted both sides with a

and b. The only terms that can be left that are linear in a and 6. and

satisfy these other requirements are the three terms which I have shown

here, capital A.B and C.

y ry C(r).

A gives a term of this form, B is the term multiplied by a • 6 , C is a

pseudo-scalar. Subject to the restriction of isotropy, the most general

form the correlation tensor Ra$ can have is r,r/j multiplied by a scalar

A(r), and 6a/i multiplied by another scalar B(r). I need to get a-b\r

when I dot on both sides by a and b, so I also need a term containing the

Levi-Civita density, €„$-,, ( anti-symmetric tensor ), multiplying ry.

Repeated indices, we understand to be summed over here from one to three.

Finally, we multiply by some scalar C(r). Now we still have the

incompressibility condition to enforce: the velocity field is

divergenceless. That means if we dot on the right or the left by d/dr ,

we should get zero. That acts as a constraint on .4 and 8. c*/?„,;/dra=O '• of
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these two functions A and B, only one is independent. So really there are

only two independent functions, two independent scalar functions of one

variable, which this tensor can have. You make similar arguments for

magnetic field if you want to go into MHD and so on.

Most common way of writing this particular /?„,•; is the way that

G.K.Batchelor'3' introduced, in his famous little monograph on homogeneous

turbulence. The way he wrote iti is as follows. He writes it in terms of a

root mean square velocity outside and in terms of two dimensionless

functions, little / and little y.

3 r .

1
Psem/o-Tensor Pdi ( (2.5!

Then CiD. the pseudo-tensor part, is over here. When you take the

trace of /?„„> evaluated at r equal zero, what you get is the root mean

square velocity i>lms , twice the kinetic energy density per unit mass. This

is the most general form that the homogeneous isotropic velocity-space

tensor can have. If we demand invariance under improper rotations, the

pseudo scalar part disappears, C\r) equals zero. In other words, if we

allowed the class of rotations to include reflection, { improper

rotations ^ and demand that F(r) not change under that operation, that

takes out the pseudo-tensor part. And all that would remain would be

something in terms of the functions / and g.
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g(r), fir) are presumably universal functions as R — <» , independent

of tlie fluid.

This is schematically what they look like. They start out at one, and

go to zero as r gets large. f(r) goes to zero through positive values, y

changes sign once. The incompressibility condition constrains them. So

g(r) is function of r given by this relation.

These are presumably universal functions. They are the same for all

fluids: water, air, any fluid with a high enough Reynolds number. These

are functions that are just as basic as. say, the hydrogen atom wave

function. Nobody has ever calculated them from first principles. They are

supposed to be only a property of the Navier-Stokes equation. In terms of

them, you can approximate them in a neighborhood of r equal to zero by

parabolas; since the linear coefficients vanishes, the first term is

something negative times r2 multiplied by a constant. The reciprocal of

this constant is called f.2 and in the jargon of turbulence, A. goes by the

name Taylor Microscale. The small r behavior is sort of measured by the

large wave number behavior, or high k behavior. This is a measure of the

smaller length scales present in the turbulent field, this so called

'Taylor Microscale". If you try to read turbulence papers, you frequently
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see the symbol Ri; that is a very common symbol. What it means basically

is a Reynolds number computed on the basis of the Taylor Microscale. In

other words, if you take a root mean square velocity and multiply by a

Taylor Microscale and divide it by the kinematic viscosity, that's what

you get. That's a way of characterizing a turbulent field.

Let me to say a few more things about this ft tensor. You can. for

example, express the vorticity correlation tensors in terms of the ROlj

tensor and its derivatives. This is a simple kinematic relation, it's not

hard to derive. And if you evaluate this at zero separation, zero little

r, you can show that the root mean square vorticity is the Laplacian of

the trace of ft<,,i • evaluated at little r equal to zero. That turns out to

be 15 times the root mean square velocity over the Taylor Microscale

squared: <ar> = 15i£,s/A
2 . The Taylor microscale is */l5<ir>/<«2> . If I

express it in terms of the energy spectrum, the energy per unit wave

number, it's just the ratio of two integrals, essentially the ratio of

energy to enstrophy; I will come back to that later. But it's a convenient

alternative expression; if you have a computer code, for example, which

evaluates kinetic energy and vorticity and you want to know what Taylor

Microscale is to compute R\, this is the easy way to do it.

Most of the serious work on trying to get a dynamics of turbulence

takes place in Fourier space. People typically decompose the velocity

field into a Fourier series or a Fourier integral. So. for instance, you

can take this velocity correlation tensor Ral! and write it as a Fourier

integral of another tensor 5 ^ (It) . and work with that tensor which

involves the same information that R^d-i did. The constraint that the

divergence of the velocity field be zero goes over into the statement that
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this S dotted with fc on either side will give zero. You can do all same

things with isotropy in this fc space that you did in r space. I claim

right away that the general form for this tensor, in terras of which the

velocity covariance can be written, can be written down in terms of

products of two ks. the unit tensor, and the Levi-Civita tensor.

Fourier Spucc

0(k) e
ik r

ka SnC,(k) - kn Sali(k) = 0

Sn;j<A'l - A (K-) k« kfi + B(k) «n/( + C(k) ca/sr ky

3 B{k)] (2.6)

If you express root mean square velocities in terms of A and B. you

get a simple integral involving k2A+3B(k) as twice the kinetic energy per

unit wave number space in fc. These are all just kinematic relations I am

going through pretty fast. It's not easy to read any of the turbulence

literature without knowing these. This is sort of a necessary amount of

dirty work, which you have to begin with if you want to read the

literature, because people often don't include a definition of what those

things mean, and when they refer to them, it's very difficult to follow if

you don't know what the definitions were.

The divergence condition for the velocity field translates into the

statement that the tensor Saff has to be zero if dotted either on to the

left or the right with fc. That constrains these two function of A k

,B(k). So they are not independent, any more than / and y were.They were
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constrained by a differential equation, A and B are constrained by an

algebraic equation. If I collect every thing I know here at this point

into a statement about Sa/i , the most general expression for a velocity

covariance tensor I can have. I will find only two independent functions.

One of these is called E(fc), another I'll call C(k), and there is a

geometric part which guarantees the constraint of solenoidal behavior. The

geometric part is solenoidal projection operator,6^; minus knk/i over k~.

(That's an operator that takes any vector and projects out the part

perpendicular to fc and makes a solenoidal vector out of it. ) So I dot on

the left k;i say I get ktt 60/j which is kp, minus k/i, and that is zero. So

dotting on on either side with fc gives me zero.

ka Sa/j = San kg = 0

k2 A{k) + B(.k) = 0

i P«s(k) + C(k) ealSy kr

P«;Kfc) s Sa/i -rj^. : "Solenoidal Projection Operator' (2.71

There is another quantity which is not too important in hydrodynamics

but is quite important in MHD, particularly in the case of a

current-carrying plasma. That is helicity, which is the expectation of the

vorticity dotted into the velocity field. It's a quantity which is used

essentially to measure the swirliness around the local direction of the

velocity field. If I have a velocity field which is purely axial, the

vorticity is perpendicular to that, and the helicity is zero. If I have a

velocity which is purely poloidal, then the vorticity associated with that

is axial and that helicity is also zero. To get finite helicity I need
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something like field lines shaped like a corkscrew. So the helicity is

basically what measures the screwiness of the field, or swirliness about

the local direction of mean flow. As it turns out, the expression of this

quantity C is the quantity which is a measure of the amount of helicity.

If I take the velocity squared expressed in terms of S^dc) , and use this

expression for S^ik) , C drops out of the picture and one is left with the

integral of this omni-directional energy spectrum from zero to infinity,

f EykXlk , one half times the mean squared velocity. But if I'm interested

in helicity, and take the dot product < u u > , or just same thing <-'curlt/

dot v>, one gets the trace of the pseudo-tensor that I get by taking ik

cross S(k"> and taking its trace. That is this expression.

< CO-V > = fdh ik -<S(k)\ trc,ce

= Jdk { ic^y kp Sw } (2.8:.

If I put the previous expression for Sap in that, the energy spectrum

drops out and all that remains are the C terms.

< co- v > = Jdk en(sy cyaS ks kp C(fc) = J 8 z fc4dk C(k)

f C(fc) = 0 ~ zero helicity (2.9)

So helicity is an integral of C(fc) alone. Zero helicity is typical of

a wind tunnel; this C is zero, so we don't have to worry about it. It
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doesn't appear much in Batcheloi s book; Batchelor was interested in

almost exclusively non-helical flows. If you were interested in flow past

a ship's propeller, or something like that, there would be some finite

helicity and then C would not be zero anymore. Not very much has been done

in hydrodynamic turbulence with talking about the effects of finite

helicity. but the effect of finite helicity on MHD turbulence,

particularly in the case of toroidal Z pinches, is quite important. The

analogous quantity there is the vector potential dotted into its curl, the

JaB . There are pseudo-tensor parts to the magnetic field covariance

that turns out to be what's important there. We will come back to that

somewhat later.

I'm just about to come to the end of the kinematic stuff. What we are

getting to is going to be something more interesting. Let me say now, once

more, what the conventional way is of writing the covariance tensor for

the velocity field for homogeneous isotropic turbulence. It involves two

independent functions.

S ,,*-> - KM P M'fc1 +
 iF<k) r , k

4r:k~- &xk*

< a • v > = j F{k) dk
Jo

F{k) 'Helicity Spec 11 urn (Deit>i ty in k)

< 1 2 u2 > = f E(k) elk
J 0

E{k) -Energy Spectrum (Density ink'- >2.10:

One is energy per unit mass per unit wave number E(k), integrated
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over all directions. The other is the helicity density, which I"11 call

F(k) here. FQc) is zero if the field has no helicity. Helicity has the

property of being the integral from zero to infinity of F(k), and kinetic

energy per unit mass has the property of being just the integral from zero

to co of the energy spectrum. Nov most to the fluid turbulence theory you

find in the literature, so far, has concentrated on the zero helicity

case, for which F(k) has to be equal to zero. From our point of view, the

MHD point of view, one of the important priorities is to generalize the

theory to the non-zero helicity case, because a gr<Mt deal of our plasma

does have quite a bit of magnetic helicity in it. For the time being, we

will concentrate on the zero helicity case for which the helicity density

F=0. and its related function C is zero. That is an outline of the

kinematics of incompressible turbulence, and for a more through exposition

of it, Batchelor's book is to be consulted'3' .

Now let's go to the Navier-Stokes equation itself, and see what the

possibilities are for calculating some of these measured turbulence

quantities. That these quantities are measured, I want to stress. They are

nothing do with any kind of normal mode or instability, or "saturation" of

an instability or anything like that. Fluid instabilities generally do not

"saturate". They presumably originate in shear flow instabilities as the

shear flows blow past the grid of the wind tunnel. But by the time we look

at them downstream with an anemometer, there is no trace or feature of the

instabilities from which they are supposed to have originated. It is fully

developed turbulence. It is a different animal. Analysis of linear

instabilities tells us nothing about its dynamics.

-$jvn{k. t) + (V • {mi)) a<Jc,t) = -i ka pk.t - v k2va k.i) 2.11)
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What I have done here is simply to Fourier-decompose the

Navier-Stokes equation itself. This is the dv/dt term, the ath component

of that. This is a symbolic way of writing the Fourier transform of this

convolution v-Vv . And this is minus the pressure gradient, and this one

is /T1 or the kinematic viscosity times V2i/ , which is the dissipative

term. That is what the Navier-Stokes equation looks like. Then I express

this convolution integral explicity in terms of « and /?. I can bring the

dissipative term over to the RHS and write all time derivatives or linear

terms on the LHS, and all of the non-linear terms on the RHS; the pressure

gradient term is a nonlinear term because of the way it is obtained. We

obtain it by noting that the fluid is incompressible, div.v is zero, and

in Fourier space what that says is that if I dot this equation with k on

the left, ka • va is zero, so the left-hand side drops out. What's left is

just the Poisson equation in Fourier space for pressure, which can be

solved in terms of velocity field. Repeated indicies are summed over.

( -Sj+vk2 ) va(k,t) = -ikji J vp{k-p, t)v«(p,t) dp - ikap(k,t)

V • v = 0 - kava - 0, so

kl p{k.t) = -ka kp Jvfi(k-p,t) va(p,t) dp (2.12>

Then, we can take this expression for pressure, stick it back into

the RHS of Navier-Stokes equation. Now the equation for dv/dt involves v

alone; the pressure disappears from the problem. This form is the most

/Yequently encountered.
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-gj + vk2 )u«(fc,O = -t/2 Pa0y(k) f Ufi(p.t)uy{k-p,t) dp

fc/j Pa/!(fc) + fca Pa(!(fc) (2.13)

Here, by the way, is the way the Navier-Stokes equation can be

symmetrized, by making up a combination of these solenoidal projection

operators, and writing them on RHS here. Note that Pa/ir = Payl; .

Then this sum of the pressure term and convolution term written

either as a Fourier integral over dummy variable p, or as a Fourier sum.

if you are working a large finite box, over discrete Fourier vector p.

This is the form of the Navier-Stokes equation with which people try to do

do something analytical with turbulence theory. You can introduce a

notation that is somewhat cleaner to enable one to see the central

features of the Navier-Stokes equation a little more clearly. You can let

,\'i just be any component of a column vector, that stands for the real and

imaginary parts of all of these Fourier coefficients. And you can let

these kinematical coupling coefficients, containing solenoidal projection

operators over here, just be symbolically represented by a set of

coefficients djk .

-^ = L Ctjk Xj Xk - ivV, 2.14
c " ik

So the coefficients are real numbers, functions of three indices.

djk , and the dissipation term vkr is just represented as i\ multiplied by

X, . This is sort of the simplest generic form in which you can write the

Navier-Stokes equation in Fourier space. If we knew how to solve such
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equations there would be no such subject as Navier-Stokes turbulence

theory. In fact we know very very little about how to solve such very

simple looking sets of coupled equations. The problem is that the linear

term is much smaller than the nonlinear term, that is the essential

difficulty. Reynolds number, one over v, , is the ratio, basically, of

these non linear terms to the linear terms; as long as this is much

greater than unity, the linear terms are very small. We don't know what to

do with equations for which linearization is not a good first

approximation. The typical perturbation or interactive procedures, pursued

systematically, all fail. They only work in the relatively uninterest ns?

case of low Reynolds number.

The same form, incidentally, is the form you can write *.b

Fourier decomposed equations in for the Navier-Stokes equation, either <rf)

and 3D, and as long as you are dealing with incompressible velocity

fields, also for MHD. So this one particular case is a model which

includes all of those. One proviso needs to be put on that, that is one of

no external magnetic field. We can write, in this way. the equations for a

lot of important cases, as far as a plasma is concerned, except for the

presence of a strong dc external magnetic field. A strong external dc

magnetic field typically adds a linear term which can be comparable in

magnitude to the nonlinear terms. The equations generalized this form, may

look like

5 r = £ -4ii-Yj + E CukXtXk - y,.Y, (2.15

with a matrix of coefficients .4;> that arc also important. The case
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with an external dc magnetic field is what we are exploring right now. It

is a full-time job, looking at the effects of putting in a dc magnetic

field into incompressible MHD. What I'm looking at today is not that case.

I want to talk about the zero external field case, in which the reactive

linear term is not there; only the linear dissipative terra is there. Let

me say a few words now about the general properties of that symbolic

equation, before getting into a discussion of how people have tried to

solve it. If I throw away the dissipative terms, just set viscosity equal

to zero arbitrarily, we are let then left with conservative ideal fluid

mechanics, or ideal MHD, or some other ideal continuum equation. It's

conservative. For example, it conserves the energy. In this notation,

energy is just the sum of the squares of the expansion coefficients: in

the Navier Stokes case, the sum of the previously described velocity

Fourier coefficients. If I go to an infinite box in the homogeneous

isotropic case, this sum goes into an integral. As consequence of these

equations it can be rigorously proved that the time derivative of this

energy is 2ero. It is true, even if I truncate in Fourier space: even if I

throw away an infinite subset of these wave vectors ( this index is the

index of a wave vector ). and only keep of a finite number of terms here.

As long as I keep the same values of .Y* on the left and on the right. this

sum is still conserved: energy is still a constant of the motion. That is

invariant no matter what you do to the system. We saw last time that

dissipation is always important. It is not possible really to throw it

away, but it is still fun to play games for a while and throw it away and

see what happens. We can learn something but we should remember that we

are working on a model problem in which the dissipation is set equal to

zero. We must remember not take the results of the model too seriously.
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where the physics is concerned.

Let's define a phase space to be what is made up of just the real and

imaginary parts of these retained Fourier coefficients . We can try to do

statistical mechanics on this system, in this truncated phase space. Think

of these .Y, . if you like, as analogues to particle positions and momenta

when talking about the kinetic theory of a molecular gas. They are just

ordinary phase space variables like partirie positions and momenta, except

that they are Fourier coefficients. The analogue of Newton's laws of

motion for this phase space are the equation for the cl\'j/dl We can see at

a glance that d.Yj/d,Yi=O . We can see that, because the only terms over

here, in the convolution sum are, are wave vectors j and k which add up to

i. And t is never zero because we are working in the coordinate frame in

which the average velocity equals zero. So the fc=O Fourier coefficient

always vanishes. So these two vectors j and k always add up to vector i

and none of three are ever equal to zero. So A'; does not appear on the

right hand side of the equation. d/dX\ (A",) is identically zero. If we sum

that up over i, what results is a Liouville theorem. In the other words,

in that phase space, phase volumes are conserved in the motion of phase

space points around that phase space, while executing any possible flow.

Written out in detail, Liouville's equation for the system looks like

this.

( 4j + ECijk -Vj Xk •£- ) 0 CYi XZ... t) = 0 (2.16)

That is the general form of the equation. This 0, now. is the

probability distribution in the phase space of this model system
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DvA'i 1A2..V3.... ) . You can ask. Is this system one to which equilibrium

statistical mechanics we learned in graduate school can be applied? The

answer is yes. There is good reason to believe that this is an ergodic

system for 2D, 3D, MHD, and Navier-Stokes; there has been a lot of

numerical investigation to show that if we solve these equations of motion

numerically and evaluate time averages, we find that we can predict those

time averages by ensemble averages, using the canonical ensemble that is

made up from the constants of motion of the system. That's big subject.

I'm not going to tell you much about it, because I have been talking about

it these last ten years. I will content myself with just showing you a

sample.

1000

( From Refcinnee(4) )
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This is something published six years ago for a 2D Navier-Stokes

fluid. This is the result of numerical solution ( due to D.Fyfe, G.Joyce

and myself(4) ) of the 2D Navier-Stokes equation truncated in Fourier

space at maximum wave number with magnitude 16. (The wave numbers all have

integer components. ) And time averages may be computed for perfectly

arbitrary sets of initial conditions, following many time steps. The time

averages computed are the points plotted, and the solid line is the

prediction of the canonical ensemble that is made up from the constant of

motion. It's reasonably compelling evidence in 2D that time averages are

equal to phase space averages for this model system. The behaviour is a

significant way towards being shown to be ergodic. I'll show you one more

like this.

10-

10-'

io-4

10-'

V •

10 100 100 10 100

Vector potential spectra |a(k)|* tw. jfc» for run Fl: (o) initial conditions; (6) aver-
age over times 8-75 to 13-125; (c) average over times 17-5 to 26-25; theoretical curve ii
solid line in figure Ic. For clarity, only every other value of f it plotted for 50 < k* < 100
and every fourth value for it* > 100;

[ From Referenced) ]

This is for the corresponding 20 MHD problem. Again it's done by

D.Fyfe and G.Joyce and me(5' , and these are 2D MHD sets of plots of modal

spectra for mean square vector potential as a function of wave number at
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three separate times. At the initial instant, non-vanishing excitations

are all confined to a band of wave numbers in Fourier space. As time goes

on the system evolves in a complicated way. dynamically. This is at an

intermediate time. This is a time average over the last 200 time steps of

the run. Plotted points are the results of solving the 2D MHD equations

numerically. The solid line is the prediction from the canonical ensemble

that you can make up out of the constants of the motion for 2D

incompressible MHD. I'm going to say a little bit more about that later.

I'm just going to show it to you here as an exhibit to try to convince you

that the system is really ergodic and equilibrium statistical mechanics is

a good prediction for its time-averaged behavior.

Now, I have to say, however, t.he truncated, ideal system is not close

to getting the right answers fi r the original physical system you are

interested in. This equilibrium statistical mechanics is not useful for

getting at all close to the right enswer. And the reason is that if we

omit the dissipative terms -y;Xj , which in Fourier space are -vkrv(k,t).

we find that for large enough k. these terms always become important. No

matter how small viscosity is and how large Reynolds numbers is, if you go

to large enough fc, these always are the biggest terms in equation of

motion. So the system remains highly dissipati e, no matter how large the

Reynolds number is. Because in real life, arbitrarily short wave lengths

are always excited. The excitations go out however far they need to go in

wave number space to find the place where there is dissipation. In fact,

the dissipation rate of total energy is this viscosity times minus two

times the mean square vorticity, so this "enstrophy" always is & positive

definite quantity, anytime any Fourier coefficient is excited. The decay
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of the energy is always present. Energy is always decreasing as long as

any Fourier coefficients is non-zero So any isolated system always becomes

quiescent. Everything is dissipating away, nothing is left in the long

time limit, unless the system is externally forced some way. Unless you

force the system by pressure or stress, everything will dissipate away.

Now the question is what you are going to do, then, with a dissipative

system, since the canonical distribution does not work ? And the first

indication of what one might do comes from experiment. A lot of

experimental evidence has accumulated over three or four decades, which

can be searched for inspiration'301 .

For a first attempt we might consider the velocity coefficient at

fixed points in space. i/(l) means v at one point in space, v(2) means v at

another point in space, u(3) means v at another point in space, and so on.

To a good first approximation, the probability distributions of these

points are given by a jointly normal, or "Gaussian" distribution. In other

words, if D(u(1 ),v(Z),... ) is the probability of finding velocity t/(.l) at

point l,u;2) at point 2, and so forth, I can approximate it by taking an

exponential form with a positive definite matrix A, double dotted into all

different velocities, summed up over the different possibilities.

D(v(l1,v(2),u(3) ) = const. xexp(-X| A(i.j) : u(> > u(j)} (2.17)
ii

I will show you some experimental evidence in just a moment. But as a

zeroth approximation, there is good reason to believe that the velocity

field is normally distributed. This evidence is collected in x space. But

there is good reason to believe that it applies in Fourier space as well.
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because of the central limit theorem.

The velocity field as function of fc is a sum over a lot of different

points in space, of u(i) multiplied by c~'kx' . You can consider v(k). if

you like, as the sum of a large number of random variables. A large number

of random variables which are normally distributed, added up. give a

random variable which is itself normally distributed. The central limit

theorem here suggests to us that there is good reason is to believe the

Fourier coefficients well as configuration space velocities are also

normally distributed. The evidence for that already had been very

impressive by 1953 when Batchelor's book was written. A sophisticated

analysis was done by Van Atta and Chen at the Scripps Institute of

Oceanography'7' in San Diego in 1968. F.Frenkiel. former editor of Physics

of Fluids, devoted much of his professional life to measuring and relating

probability distribution functions of velocity in wind tunnels. His papers

contain a lot of good experimental evidence for the extent to which the

probability distributions of the turbulent velocity fields may be started

from a jointly-normal zeroth approximation18' . I am going to show you a

couple of pieces of the early and more recent evidence.

The first of all, notice what one of the consequences is. If I have a

bunch of zero-mean random variables, Gaussianly distributed, and I

integrate over all of but one of them, what is left is just a Maxwell

distribution of that one particular velocity. So if I look at the

probability at one point in space, of a particular component of velocity.

I just get exp(-if/constant). A measurement from Van Atta and Chen shows,

for example.
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M/O-

!>no-<liinensionnl probability density for velocity fliichintioim. M = 2-54 cm.
U = 15-7 m/rwo: solid linn is (Jnnsmim ilinlrihuhnii.

( From Reference (7) }

Nothing fits anything that veil in plasma physics. I guess. This is a

Maxwell distribution. That's one component of the velocity field, and it

fits really well to the prediction resulting from the assumption of a

normal distribution. You can look at the velocity field at two points in

space and get a joint probability distribution for two components of

velocity at two points in space . and check those how well they fit the

two-point normal distribution, or two-point "Gaussian" distribution. And

this is an another test of that:
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Joint probnbility distribution p(«,, u,) for solected vMues of w, = u(t)/<r. Solid
linpa arc two-dimensional GattRRian distribution corresponding to a correlation coefficient
of 0fi80.

[ F)om Referenced) )

What is plotted here is obtained by first fixing the value of the

velocity component u(l ), at one particular value nt , and then plotting the

probability distribution of 112 for just that one value of u\ . This graph

shows what should have resulted from the jointly normal distribution, and

the squares show what's measured. So it's not as quite as good a fit as

the single-point measurement. But you can still make a pretty convincing
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argument. You are not too far away from the truth if you assume the joint

probability distributions of these two velocities are normally distributed

as well. I could show you fifty graphs by Frenkiel and Stewart and various

people over thirty years or so, to show that while it's not an exact

result, there is a pretty good fit at the "zeroth order" to the jointly

normal distribution for the values of the velocity components.

Now let me ask how can J use that. Suppose I know that experimental

fact. How can I use it in some analytical mathematics? Let me write down

the equation of motion once again, the Navier-Stokes or MHD equations in

this compressed notation.

4 X, = £ Cuk Xj Xk - Vi Xi

ri < X] > = £ Ciik < Xi Xj Xk > - Vi < ,\i/2 >
2 ,.fc

•it < X, Xj Xk > + ( Vi + VJ + vk ) < Xi X,- Xk

= £ I cia!S < xa Xfi Xj xk > + cial! < Xi xa xf xk >

< Xi X, A'c Xp > } (2.18)

Let me multiply this thing by ,Y, and ensemble average and see what I

get. Then I get time derivative of Xj/2; in other words, I get the time

derivative of the energy associated with this particular wave number as

the sum of a large number of terms which involve expectations of three

Fourier coefficients, minus, of course, the dissipative term:

Then if I multiply the equation of motion by Xj and Xk and permute
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i,j,k around, and add up the three equations, I can get the time

derivative for this three-Fourier coeff expectation. It will involve a

large number of terras with expectation value of Fourier coefficients for

four different wave numbers, and of course the dissipative term again

I can keep going on this way and generate a hierarchy. These

equations are analogous to the BBGKY hierarchy except they are not for

probability distributions now, they are for the moments of probability

distributions in velocity space. I have not yet used anything about the

Gaussian distribution. The difficulty is, there is no small parameter that

anybody has been able to identify to provide the basis for a perturbation

theory expansion to this hierarchy. Unlike the BBGKY case, there is no

plasma parameter, no weak coupling parameter, no low density parameter,

nothing easy you can do to break this chain, the way you can often break

it in the BBGKY case in statistical mechanics. The fact that the

probability distribution seems to be close to a multivariate gaussian

provides the way out, or what might be a way out. The way out is the

following. If the Fourier coefficients were normally distributed,

gaussianly distributed, then it is a rigorous consequence of the normal

distribution that product of four of these Fourier coefficients"

expectation values , can be written as a sum of products of two Fourier

coefficients, taken two at a time, in all possible combinations. ( We call

this the "random phase approximation" sometimes. ) It is a rigorous

consequence of the zero-mean normal "Gaussian" distribution. So if this

were true, if the probability distribution were close enough to a joii.' 'v

normal "Gaussian" distribution, this would close the hierarchy. I could

stop it at the second stage." all these four-Fourier coefficient

expectations can be replaced with products of two and the first pair of
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equations will be closed.

< Ai X-2 Y3 A'I > = < A'i Y 2 X Y3 X.\ >

+ < X\ A3 > < Xz X.\ > + < X\ A'I > < A'2 A3 > (.2.19)

No reference need be made to anything further down the hierarchy, and

the system would be closed. Now as far as I know, the first person to have

noticed this was Millionshtchikov in 1941. Proudman and Reid, and Tatsumi.

have elaborated the theory quite extensively'^' in the 1950s. Even making

this assumption, there are still a series of difficulties. The equation

which results is not solvable analytically, you still need a sophisticated

computer program to get answers out, even making these assumptions.

Computers were not available in the 1940s and 1950s that would be adequate

to explore the consequences of this so called "quasi normal"

approximation. People went around saying to each other, for twenty years,

that when we get computers good enough to be able to follow the evolution

of these quasinormal equations, then we will find that spectra are

predicted which agree with what is measured in wind tunnels. Let me rather

briefly go through what the mathematics actually looks like for the

Navier-Stokes case. This is not very transparent, I am afraid. But you

don"t really get the feeling for this subject until you track through the

mathematics actually in detail. We go back to Navier-Stokes equation and

show the equation you have to solve numerically.

( -TT + vk~ ) va(k) - /_, Cajiy {k.p.q) I 'jjCp1 vr
!.q^

Ca,;> k,p.q) = 0 unless k = p+q ;2.20
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So we have written here the time derivative plus the dissipative term

acting on the va(k). This Cafa tensor is just what we previously called

-iPafa /2. involving the three wave numbers p.q and they add up the third

wave number k, and Fourier coefficients v$ (p).^,, (q) with repeated

subscripts summed over. The coefficient C vanishes unless these wave

numbers p and q add up same wave number k which appears on the left. If I

compute the time derivative of the modal energy in the way I described

before, multiplying by vl and adding the complex conjugate. I get

something involving the three Fourier coefficients correlation. Then I can

also compute the two equations for the three-coefficients correlation and

that involves the same C.

Zvk2 ) < l ^ g c ) l >
 = £ C*hik,p.q)

c p.q

+ C.C {complex conjugate!

[ - T T *- vikr+fr+q1)) < i'a(k) i y ( p i vy{q)

E ' C^ik.r.s) < iC(r) v,,(
r .s

- C,j.;: p.r.s > < L'oik) Vv'.r) i;, i s i v-,'q >

*r Cy,.,- i q . r . s > < U a ( f c ) Vftip* v v < r : u - < s "• ' 2 . 2 1

There are now expectation values four Fourier coefficients,

multiplied out together, and they have the property that these p and q and
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k add up to zero on the left and these four wave number p+q-r-s on the

right also have to add up to zero. So all these terms involve suras on

right hand side, sums or all possible wave number r,s,t and q which add to

zero. -r. -s plus p plus q; -r, s. -k... and so on all have to add to

zero. If I ass"me that the Fourier coefficients, are normally distributed,

and neglect those that vanish for the normal distribution, this is what

the product of four Fourier coefficients turns out to look like and it

involves the things like <vv(r) «.',,<si>.

< v[,(r) v'n(s) Vji(p) vr(q) > = < v'v\r) v'n(s) > < vp(p) vy(q) >

vn(s)

If we are talking about homogeneous turbulence, the only covariances

of the products of two Fourier coefficients, that are non-vanishing are

those for which the two wave numbers are equal and opposite. This thing

contains a delta function a Kronecker 6( if fc| is not equal to -Ic2 • you

get zero \ A multiplicative factor, then, is just this modal energy

U{k{ ), which is the total energy for the single wave number k\ . So lots of

these terms would be zero, iots of these terms 6 whose wave number do not

add up to zero will vanish, because of the homogeneity.

And no one 0/ the thi~ee fc. p, <j can 6e zero: so
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vy(q)

U{q) S(r-p) S(s-q)

C/(p) 6(r-q) 6(s-p) (2.23)

In particular, this first one vanishes and only thing that's left,

after taking into account spatial homogeneity, is this product of two of

these. They have same structure, they both contain two delta functions.

This guarantees that the two wave numbers add up to zero inside these

things. Then they have two modal energies Uip) U(q), which turn out to be

the same. Then there are tvo of these solenoidal projection operators,

which are basically trivial things we have to carry along to make sure

that the solenoidal conditions is obeyed by the fields.

And similarly, let me just say similarly, for the other two terms,

this is what you get.

< vn'k •> iv. (r)

= Pol,(fc) Pm(q) U{k) U(.q) 8(k-r) 8(s+q)

+ Po.,*) P»>(q) U(fc) U(q) 6(k-s)

and

< va(k) itf (p)

= Pavik) Pfo<p) U(k) U(p) 5(fc-r) 6(p

+ Pan*) PfriP) U(k) Uip) 6(k-s) 6<p+r) C2.24)

Then there is a sum over dummy wave numbers r and s to be carried
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out. This leads you to an equation for the three Fourier

coefficientcorrelation. Here is what the whole equation for the three

Fourier coefficients looks like.

[~§1 + v ( k~ + p2 ^

= C^flfc.+p.+g) [

+ Cnu,,(fc.+q.+p)[ Puyfqi P,(/I(P) ] U<p) U(q)

+ C,h,,1ip,k,-q){ Pau(k) Pm(q) ) Ui.k) U(q)

+ <Wp.-q.fcH Pnn(fc) Pur(q) ) U(k) U(q)

+ Cn,,,(q.fc.-p)[ Pav(fc) P/,,(p) ) (/(fc) yfp)

+ Cm(q,-p,fc)( Pan{k) PihAp) ) V(k) U(p) (2.25)

There is a time derivative plus a dissipative term acting on the

three Fourier coefficients, and six non vanishing terms on RHS, all of

which involve products of two modal energies. So we can actually solve for

these three Fourier coefficients correlations, in terms of the modal

energies Viq), (J(p).

This is integrating factor which makes the left hand side an exact

differential.

exp(, / v( fc2+p2+q2 ) cfr ) = p(f,O) (2.26;
Jt)

I multiply the left and right hand side by this exponential integral

that makes the left hand side an exact derivative with respect to the

time. This algebra is tedious but also straightforward. Here is what the

three Foulier coefficients expression looks like.
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< va(k) vp(p) vy(q) >t

= / C/T e-(t-TMk^PW) { [ Cam)(fc,p,q) P»fi(p) Pny(.q)

C C/,v,(p.fc,-q) PTO(fc) Pw(fl)

+ <Wp,-q.fc) P0,(Jt) P,.,(q) ) (/(fc.T) (7(q.T)

t Cyw,(q,fc,-p) Pou(fc) P/j^p)

+ Cyvl)(q,-p.k) P01)(fc) P/i,(p) ) f(fc.t) l/<p.T> (2.27;

It's an integral over the integrating factor. Assuming it vanishes

initially, of terms which can be combined to leave you only with basically

two kinds of terms: those involving products of modal energies for p and q

and those involving products of modal energy k and q. They all can be

associated with some crude diagrams, in which you add up three wave

numbers p and q and k in such a way p+q=fc. These are resonantly

interacting triads of Fourier modes. So I put that back into the equation

for the two coefficient covariance. Here is what I have to solve.

i -^ + 2ii-- ) U0c,t)

,v,v.fc.p.q) f dz e - » i i W

+ ( ] t/(fc,r) C'(q,r) + [ ) U(k.z) U'.p,-) | .2.28)

For the polenoidal projection operators, just take traces and they

disappear. So all you are left with on LHS is the time derivative plus
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dissipative term acting on the energy in mode k, set equal to a large

number of terms ( with kinematic coefficients which I haven't bothered to

write down ), an integrating factor integrated from zero to i, of this

dissipating viscosity-dependent exponential. Then what's left has a

structure sort of like the Boltzmann equation. You see what this really

amounts to is wave numbers p and g, feeding into wave number fc, it's sort

of an input term. The other two, if you want to think of them that way.

are out put terms, draining energy away from fc:

By 1960, computers had gotten good enough, that this s :t of equations

could be solved numerically. It's a differentio-integral equation. It

could be solved numerically. People were waiting for the results of the

twenty years that had gone in between, of algebra and prediction on the

basis of the quasi-normal approximation. As far as I know, the first

numerical integrations were carried out Y.Ogura'101 at MIT in two

dimensions, with isotropic initial spectra. So that the modal energy U

could be replaced by just the energy spectrum E. In 2D, E\k)-2.r:k\}(k). He

got a very surprising result. The very surprising result was that the

energy spectra always went negative!

Energy-
spectrum function
plotted against
wave number for
various values of
time. Run No. 1.

[ From Reference {\0)
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Here is a typical evolution of the solution of that equation. This is

a spectrum E(fc) us. fc, first at t equal to zero and then at successively

later times during the decay. E(fc) should be a positive-definite quantity.

What he always found was that the energy spectrum after a while, went

negative, which is non-physical. The prescription didn't work as well as

everybody hoped it would work. This is just one more example.

Energy gnectrum function plotted against wnve num-
ber for various values of time. Run Xo. 4.

( From Rcfcirnce (10) )

Other people tried aftet that, and got the same results: They always

got a negative energy spectrum. So this quasi-normal approximation, by

itself, will not give physically acceptable results. Of course, when

something like that happens, you start thinking about what you can do fix

up the situation. What modification can you make to the theory, which will

lead you to something that is not physically unacceptable? Two

modifications have been suggested so far. They have both avoided the

negative energy spectra in their results. The first one is

Markovianization. What I mean by that is the following. We go back to the

integral expression on the RHS of the equation to be solved for U(fc,t).

If r gets too far from t in the past, this integrand is a very small

number, and contributions from the reaote past don't give you much. One
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thing you can think of doing, another approximation, is taking these two

U's in the past, and just approximating this T by f and pulling them out

in front of the integral. That's what I mean by Markovianization. That is

one thing that can be suggested as a fix-up procedure.

A second thing you can think of doing, and an independent one, is to

try to make some assessment of the effect of all the terms you left out

when you made the quasi-normal hypothesis. When you made the quasi-normal

hypothesis, there were a lot of other terms being set equal to zero ( they

are called cumulants ). These fourth cumulants are certainly not strictly

zero, even from the experimental results. You can try to decide what all

those other terms actually do, try to guess their physical effects. The

best guess that anybody has been able to come up with is that they cause

an 'Eddy Damping". In other words, they make those three-Fourier

coefficient correlations decay more rapidly than viscosity alone would

make them decay. So in the integrating factor you replace the viscous term

by something which is a damping rate and is greater than the viscous term.

You choose it in some convenient way, some rather ad hoc expression which

will make the integrand of the integrating factor go to zero more quickly,

and sort of justify Markovianization. If the integrating factor goes to

zero quickly, then Markovianization is perhaps justified. And this

integrating factor 0 ^ ( 0 is a sort of fix-up parameter which is

available to you to see you can do with it. To some extent,

Markovianization can be justified if we find this is the true effect of

the neglected cumulants.

(1) Markovianization: Replace U(p,r), l/(q,r), etc..

In The Integrals by Their Present Values.
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(2) Eddy-Damping: Replace

fC/T e-»(W)(|-') - far exp(f vkpq$)dt ) = Qkpq(t) (2.29)

Either way, then, you wind up with an equation which is Markovian and

which can be proved, rigorously, not to have any negative energy spectrum

that would develop associated with it. Here is what looks like,

( -f-( + Zvk
2 ) U(kJ) = jdp dq <5(fc+pMj) k2 0kp,,(t)

C Okn U(p,t) U(q,t) - bkw Ufo.r) U(k.t) ) (2.30)

Written down in integral form, with the kinematic coefficients

compressed down as much as possible, this is what it looks like. It has a

time derivative plus the viscous term acting on a modal energy, set equal

to a double integral over the comps of p and q times a 6-function of it

plus p and q. And this 0(fc, p, q, I) can either be the eddy-damped

expression or the viscous damping rate, either one, as long as it is

positive definite, the positive definiteness of U is guaranteed. Then in

either case, a square bracket follows, and terms which take energy the

wave numbers p, q and feed it to k and terms which combine k with some

other wave number to deplete the fc-energy. So still it roughly has the

structure of a Boltzmann equation, and in addition is Markovian, After a

lot of algebra, the coupling coefficients ô ,*,• hkm turn out to look like

this.
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(2.31

P

0i.,,,, :( i is symmetric under interchange of the indicies. aud positive

definite. As long as thafs true, you can prove that this U is never going

to lead to any negative energy spectrum. This first closure in which you

do the eddy damping and the Markovianization both, goes in the literature

by the name of the Eddy-damped, quasi-normal. Markovian approximation.

EDQNMA'"' . I am not going to say much about it, now, beyond just showing

you couple of samples of the interesting kinds of things the group at the

Observatory of Nice has gotten with this method.
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10-
0 016 016 I 1-6

V- and M-energy spectra in the inverse cascade at
I = 200.

[ From Re/erence(12) ]

This is the result of a numerical solution of the eddy-damped,

quasi-normal Markovian equation(EDQNHA) for a three dimensional MHD

fluids, in which one is stirring in of excitations of kinetic energy and

magnetic energy, at some particular wave number, and watching its transfer

in both directions in wave number space according to this particular

description. ( That's just a sample of what they have done. )
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The — \ inertial range of non-helical MHD turbulence. i«To helicity. F-energy

injection spectrum F" = iFk,wherQFk = Ofc*exp(-2£=) (Cchosen to give f Fkdf: - l j .

Jnitinl conditions: E% = 0, Ejf — 1 0 " ' ^ . Minimum and maximum vavenumbere: 2-* and
21*. Magnetic Prandtl number unity, V = A = 10-*. V- and itf-energy spectra represented
at f = 12 [large-eddy-turnover time of order unity). Notice the slight excess of A/-energy
in the inertial range.

[ From Referencei\Z) ]

This is another similar example, in which they have looked for a

particular spectrum that the EDQNMA might give for the 3D MHD spectrum. I

won't to say more about this before talking about inverse cascades, which

I plan to do next week.

If you don't make the eddy-damped assumption, and leave the three

coefficient relaxation time as purely the viscous one, but you do carry

out the Markovianization. then you get a somewhat simpler system. There is

no choice of an eddy-damping time to be made. That's what Tatsumi(l3) and

his collaborators (Kida, Mizushima and others) have been exploring: just

the Markovianization without the eddy-damping. This the one of their
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results. It is the evolution of a Navier-Stokes spectrum at high Reynolds

numbers, from an initial condition to later and later times. This is an

energy spectrum vs. fc as function of tine.

{ From Re/erence(13) )
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One of the outputs that they are trying to get here is agreement with

a prediction on the basis of the Kolmogorov theory (which I haven't

discussed yet) with a particular power law that is supposed to

characterize the cascade of energy to small wave number: the famous -5/3

law for the cascade energy to small wave numbers. They have, as a

consequence of the Markovianization alone, reported agreements with that

exponent to within 2 or 3 %. That is pretty good. The difference in the

two prescriptions is, as far as the eddy-damped quasi-normal Markovian

(EDQNMA) approximation is concerned, that you have an eddy-damping rate

which can be chosen at your convenience. If you choose the fc-dependence

properly, if the damping rate is chosen properly, you can get any exponent

you want. You can get -5/3 if you want to, or you can get -3/2 to equal

accuracy if you want to. The actual spectrum which is computed from the

eddy damped prescription is sensitive to the choice of the k dependence of

the eddy damping rate that is put in. So it is not quite a fair comparison

at this stage, because there is no eddy damping rate in the Tatsumi

closure to play with. You simply have to take out of the computer whatever

power law comes. The question is which prescription is really more

accurate, I consider still to be an open question. I think only the way to

settle it is to solve the Navier-Stokes equation numerically (by a

spectral code, say, such as Orszag's) and compare the results of a

solution of the Navier-Stokes equation itself with the results of the

eddy-damped, quasi-normal, Markovian approximation, and also with

Tatsumi's approximation, which just doesn't put in the eddy-damping. It

seems like a high priority, that such a computation be done. The question

of time scales still is also wide open. Whether the time scales on which

these spectra are reached close to correct is something which has not been
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yet addressed in very much detail by anyone. I consider the issues still

open, and some of the most interesting issues in the whole field. This is

the just another typical plot of the evolution of the spectrum under the

quasi-normal approximation without the eddy damping, from Tatsumi's group.

C From Re/encnce(13) )
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There are some much more detailed references if you want to follow up

the subject into the literature*1 M6),

The best introduction I know to the eddy-damped, quasi-normal,

Marlcovian approximation is Orszag's Les Houches lectures* "̂  in 1973.

Orszag is the one who invented the prescription of the EDQNMA. It's been

explored numerically in Navier-Stokes and MHD cases mostly by the French:

Pouquet, Frisch, Leorat, etc., various people021415'. Without the

eddy-damping T.Tatsumi's group has explored, mostly the Navier-Stokes

case(l3) , although there are beginning to be some results now for MHD

cases, and for other cases as well. One comment that I might make on the

side here is that if you set the dissipation coefficients equal to zero,

strictly equal to zero, and truncate the Fourier space, both the

Markovianized, eddy-damped approximation and the eddy-damped part of the

quasi-normal approximation without the eddy damping, both of them obey an

H-theorem. A proof is due to G.Carnevale(17) , in his Ph.D. thesis at

Harvard a few years ago, and it is presented clearly in J.Phys.A, 14

1701(1981). He considers the following functional, a sum over the wave

numbers of the logarithm of the modal energy. This is called "Burg

entropy" in information theory. What happens is that you take expression

you usually use for entropy of an ensemble in, terms of the probability

distribution, then the assume that the probability distribution is

gaussian in the individual modal amplitudes, but with unequal modal

variances. Sum over fc of various the modal energies U(fc) after taking

their expectation values.

S s ][] in U(fc,t) 'Burg entropy' from information theory (2.32)
k

You constrain the probability distribution in the phase space to be
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normal in the modal energies, but allow the modal energies themselves to

vary with time. And you substitute this expression in IDlnD , where D is

the distribution for the whole ensemble, and S is what you get. It's

called 'Burg entropy" in information theory. If you compute the time

derivative of that, and use the quasi-normal equations, eddy damped or

not,

*j? ̂  0 if v s 0 (2.33)

You can show that S is a monotonically increasing function of time. S

increases to a maximum with the constants of the motion being preserved,

depending on what situation you are talking about. For example if you take

the 2D Navier-Stokes case, which I am going to be talking about next week,

and take the energy and enstrophy as constants, and maximize this

function, the expectation for the modal energy you get is l/(a+0k2) ,

2D Navier ~ Stokes :

E = 5] | v(k,t) I2 = const.
k

Q = £ fc2 | v(fc,t) |2 = const.
k

a+/J fc-

a, 0 Lagrange Multipliers (2.34)

which is something you get out of the absolute equilibrium ensemble.
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So it is proved that these eddy-damped or non eddy-damped quasi-normal

equations, if you don't have any dissipation, take you unambiguously to a

limiting final state which is predicted only by the constants of the

motion, whatever they may happen to be, in that case. This is kind of an

interesting result. It is not possible to discuss the subject of closures

without discussing the "direct interaction approximation", or DIA. It and

the debates surrounding it have dominated the action in the dynamical

theory of turbulence for the last twenty years. It was originated by

Kraichnan, and explored by him, in the late 1950s and early 1960s08"20'. It

was the first attempt that could be called successful in the calculation

of the dynamical evolution of turbulence'in) . It is an attempt to exploit

the near Gaussianity of the distribution of the Fourier coefficients, by

methods which are not unrelated to some in quantum field theory.

The Direct Interaction Approximation (DIA^ has been given many

derivations and presentations, none entirely convincing. There is always

some step in the middle that doesn't seem convincing. However, it has been

the first successful closure in the sense of actually following the

evolution of a measured turbulent spectrum in a wind tunnel(l8) . It has

also followed the evolution of solutions to the Navier- Stokes equation

itself1-11 .

The derivation I will give here is probably as good as any." the one

from Orszag's Les Houches 1973 lectures (and hence it is unnecessary to

reproduce it here in the lecture notes). The end product of the lengthy

derivation is a pair of coupled differentio-integral equations for the

two- time energy spectrum E(fc.t,f ) and a Green's function G(k,t,t }. At

t =t, E(k,t,t ) is the omni-directional energy spectrum, and G(k.t,t ) is
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unity. They are written in terms of a pair coefficients a^ and b^ have

already been defined.

( -|j + vk2 ) G(fc;t,t') + Jrj(k;t,s) G(fc;s,t') ds = 0

t > t1

jj(fc;t,s) = ±f Jclp dq & b(k,p.q) G(p;t,s) Eiq.t.s)

( Si + i*2 ) E(fc;t,t') + f »(fc;t,s) E(fc;s,t') ds
at JO

= i f /"dp dq - £ a(k,p,q}{ ds G(k;t],s) E(p;s,l) Ew.s.t) (2.35)
c. J i J pq Jo

The pair of DIA equations have been written for the isotropic case,

which is where most of the results have been achieved. They are

significantly more complicated for the case of anisotropy. Extensive

numerical solutions^18' and comparison with wind-tunnel data are to be

found in R.H.Kraichnan, Phys. Fluids 7, 1030(1964). Comparison of the DIA.

and some other closures descended from it, are compared with solutions'2"

of the primitive Navier-Stokes equation directly in Herring, Orszag,

Kraichnan, and Fox, J. Fluid Mech. 66, 417(1974). A version of the DIA,

the Lagrangian-History DIA, has been used to compute a k'5/3 Koltnogoroff

spectrum accurately ( Kraichnan, Phys. Fluids (1966) ). Much more

extensive discussion of the DIA is to be found in Orszag's Les Houches

lectures'1" and in Leslie's book'22' .

What are the implications of the DIA for plasma turbulence and for
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MHD? So far they have been only talismanic. Few physical consequences of

significance for plasma physics have so far been extracted from the DIA.

The isotropic Navier-Stokes case is at the threshold of the complexity of

systems for which the DIA is tractible. It remains the most original and

suggestive attempt yet on a deductive dynamical theory of turbulence. But

it is unrealistic to expect practical contributions from it that are of

great importance for plasma physics. Closures, as a broad subject, have

told us very little about turbulence that we did not know first from other

means.
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Third Lecture '•

Cascades and Inverse Cascades in

Fluids and Magneto Fluids

The previous two lectures contained a lot of expository background

material, and concerned quite a lot of work that I was not directly

involved in. Today I wouM like to concentrate a little bit more on some

topics with which I have been involved. I want to start out by reviewing a

little bit the ideas of cascades that were introduced into the theory of

Navier-Stokes turbulence by Kolmogoroff and Obukhov about 1941'" . They

were concerned with what happens in homogeneous turbulence in an

incompressible fluid at very, very high Reynolds numbers.

The basic picture that underlay their discussion was division of the

energy spectrum, as a function of wave number, into distinct ranges, in

which different identifiably important things were happening.

Kolniogoro//-Obufc/iou Picture {I94t)

E{fc)

Energy

Injection

(largest scales)

Energy

Containing

Eddies

Inertial

Range

Dissipation

Range
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Kinetic energy was injected at a statistically steady rate e-

c = kinetic energy / unit nKtss / unit time

( dimensions: cm2 / sec3 = L2 T3 )

They imagined that whatever was generating the turbulence would

inject the energy at some sort of a definite length scale, of the order of

the reciprocal of a typical energy injection wave number. Those length

scales might be, in a wind tunnel for example, the spacings between the

bars of the grid through which the air was blowing. The size of largest

eddies that are generated in the flow are of this scale. Then, the

nonlinear terms in the Navier-Stokes equation combine the wave numbers,

and this energy is moved to higher and higher wave numbers ( shorter

wavelengths ); this comes about through the action of the v • Vv and the

Vp terms. Then finally one comes to a range of wavenumbers where most of

the energy lies. ( The integral of this oroni-directional spectrum E(k)

from zero to infinity is the total kinetic energy per unit mass. ) They

called these the "energy containing eddies". If one goes far enough out in

wave number fc, the idea is that the dissipation will not yet have become

important, because of the small viscosity coefficient in front of the

V2i/ , but that the excitations, as they have gone to higher and higher fc,

will have time to forget where they came from. In a region in which the

dissipation is still negligible but in which the excitation is at much

larger wave number than the ones where it was injected, only the 'inertial

terms* vVv and Vp are important, and there was conjectured to be a

universal shape to the spectrum, independent of the excitation mechanism.

This universal shape, in the so-called "inertial range", can depend only
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upon a very few things. Still farther out, the dissipation becomes

important, and there is a range in which the viscous terms quickly reduce

the spectrum down to very low levels. They called that last range the

"dissipation range".

The basic hypothesis was that kinetic energy / unit mass was injected

at a statistically steady rate, which we can call e = kinetic energy /

unit mass / unit time. ( It has the dimensions cn^/sec3 or L 2T 3. ) It was

also conjectured that this same rate c is the rate at which the energy is

transferred through wave number space until it reaches the place where it

can he dissipated. The energy is transferred and dissipated at the same

rate at which it is injected. That seems to be a property of turbulent

Navier-Stokes fluids that everybody agrees on now: that the dissipation

rate is not determined by anything microscopic or molecular that happens.

There is no parameter like the plasma parameter or the Debye length or

anything like that that governs the dissipation rate; rather, the fluid

dissipates whatever you throw at it. If you stir the fluid harder, the

spectrum just moves a little farther out in fc space until it finds a place

where the energy can be dissipated at the same rate it is being injected.

That is a pretty fundamental and widely accepted assumption about the

behavior of a Navier-Stokes fluid, although it has never been proved from

first principles.

On the basis of these assumptions ( which, by the way, rely on the

hypothesis of highly local transfer in fc space, as well ), you can

calculate a form for the inertial-range energy spectrum simply from

dimensional analysis. If E(k), the energy spectrum, depends only upon two

variables e and fc, the most general form it can have is E{k)=const. e'lf8.

Since the dimensions of E(fc) are l?T2 , equating exponents of L and T on
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both sides gives «=2/3, 0=-5/3, uniquely.

This prediction E(Jt) = Ce2/3fc~5/3 was around for about twenty years

before definitive measurements were made. One of the most beautiful sets

of measurements was reported by Grant, Stewart, and Moilliet(2) [ J.Fluid

Mech. 12. 241 (1962) ] . Other people have made similar measurements in

wind tunnels and other places. It is convenient to make very high Reynolds

number measurements in the ocean, because you can get such extremely high

Reynolds numbers there. Without reproducing a lot of details from their

paper, let me show a logarithmic plot of their measured one-dimensional

energy spectrum.

A logarithmic plot of Urn one-tliinemionnl KJWOITUIH fur |.ltu
urn at 0M5/3/10/69. Tits straight line him * ftlopo or - {.

[ From Re/enenee(2) ]
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If we are dealing with isotropic turbulence, a fc 5/3 omni-directional

spectrum implies a k'5/3 one dimensional spectrum as well. The points are

the measured values, and the straight line has a slope of -5/3. The

original paper should be consulted for many details of an inspiringly

painstaking set of experiments.

The Kolmogoroff spectrum is probably as solid a result as there is so

far in the subject of turbulence. People have tried to improve the

spectrum by correcting it for intermittency of the dissipation rate, but

the proposed additions to the exponent are too small to affect anything

practical, or to show up in measurements that have been made so far.

Nobody has given a thoroughly satisfactory dynamical derivation of

the Kolmogoroff spectrum. It has been obtained by closures, as a numerical

consequence of closures, to within a few per cent. If you put the

correctly-chosen eddy damping rate in the EDQNMA closure, it agrees better

than that. You have to choose the right eddy-damping rate a priori, of

course, and that is one of the limitations of the EDQNMA method.

Let me just reiterate a couple of related points. First, the

dissipation rate is just proportional to the mean square of the vorticity

spectrum, or

= 2v f°fc2 E(fc) dk
Jo

The energy spectrum and the dissipation rate are simply related.

Another feature that comes up in the Kolnogoroff picture that should be

mentioned is the dissipation wave number. If you take the energy

dissipation rate e and the kinematic viscosity v, there is only one
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combination you can make up that has the dimensions of a wave number:

This is the crudest estimate that there is for the location of the

dissipation range. It is generally thought that Kj> signals the beginning

of the region in wave number space where the dissipation occurs, within an

order of magnitude. It is an indicator, when you are trying to do a

numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation, of how much spatial

resolution you need. The grid had better be fine enough to resolve

structures '£ /<£>' in size, or you are looking at grid effects with your

code and not physics. A rough rule of thumb in turbulence computation is

that you need about one grid point per unit Reynolds numbers per space

dimension. Thus a (64 ) 3 code can resolve turbulence of Reynolds numbers 64

in three dimensions! This safety limit can be exceeded, but not by as much

as an order of magnitude, probably. You could not possibly resolve

R=64,000 turbulence with a (64)3 grid. The physical values you would like

to resolve are far higher than that. This illustrates the very real

limitations on the use of computers in studying turbulence. These

limitation will persist for some time to come, and are not always observed

in plasma computations.

This has been a rather superficial glance at the theory of 3D

Navier-Stokes turbulence. The theory is far from complete, but this

zeroth-order picture has won wide acceptance. For further details, the

books of Batchelor(3> or Panchev<4) should be consulted. It becomes

natural to consider next what happens in two dimensions. Two dimensional

Navier-Stokes flows are somewhat more exotic than three-dimensional ones,
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and Kraichnan® , Batchelor'6' , and Leith(7) , all at about the same time

( 1967-1969 ), have given treatments of what might happen to cascade

processes in two dimensional Navier-Stokes fluids. [ See. in particular,

R.H.Kraichnan, Phys. Fluids 10, 1417 (1967). )

The mathematical description of a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes fluid

looks rather different than in three dimensions. If the velocity field

just has two components, v = ( ux,Uy,0 ) , and d/dz = 0 , everything can

be expressed in terms of a single scalar stream function i/>: v = Vii-cz.

The vorticity V * u = co = (0,0,a) - (0.0.-V2^) .

If you take the curl of the Navier-Stokes equation, you can write the

two dimensional dynamics in terms of the evolution of a single scalar:

•|| + v • Vco = v V2co .

The pressure gradient terms drop out. In dimensionless units, the v

can be thought of as the reciprocal of a Reynolds numbers and the stream

function is given as the solution to Poisson's equation V2\p =-« , with

d/dz = 0 throughout.

We can get some idea of what the dynamics of the two-dimensional

Navier-Stokes fluid might be like by assuming spatially perioaic boundary

conditions and Fourier decomposing all of the fields. Thus,

u = X A u(h,t)e.rp(ih-i) • aid similarly for the other fields.

Fourier-decomposing the equation of motion gives me a set of

differential equations for the advancement of each Fourier coefficient,

each of which consists of the sum of two terms:
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p- = -v kro>(k)+ £ M(P'<j) o>(p) co(q) .

On the RHS. there is a linear dissipative term and then a nonlinear

term which is a convolution sum involving matrix coupling coefficients

M(p,q) which involve only wave number:

M(p,q) = -§ • (p<q) (<r2-p~2) .

All possible additive combinations of p and q which sum up to k are

included, and for purely periodic boundary conditions, the fc = 0 component

of a is always zero.

This system also happens to apply to the two-dimensional

electrostatic guiding center plasma, which I am not going to say much

about; but that is how we got into this game, several years ago(8) .

There is a very instructive model problem that you can make out of

the Navier-Stokes equation by dropping the viscosity: v =0. It is

non-physical, but it can tell you some interesting features of the

physical problem. It was first looked at for the two-dimensional case by

Kraichnan<5) .

What you do is to set v=0 and truncate at some large but finite wave

number, t ^ , keeping only the equations for da>(k,t)/dt up to l/tl^^u ,

and keeping only |p|sfc»or, |q|sfc,o*> in the convolution sum. Then you have

a model problem,
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u(p) a(

r, which is conservative. It describes the jumping from one

place to another of the excitations in wave number space, but doesn't have

any dissipation left in it.

You can discuss the problem in the framework of classical equilibrium

statistical mechanics by making up a phase space whose coordinates are the

real and imaginary parts of these Fourier coefficients. Order the wave

numbers in some convenient way, ki,k2,k3, form the phase point

.Y=(ur(fc| ),Ui (k\) 4)i(fcnor)) . and treat these variables just like the

positions and momenta of point particles in a molecular gas. The

du(k,t)/dt equations play the role of the particle equation of motion,

though no useful Hamiltonian formulation of the dynamics has been given.

(There has been a lot of formal playing around, but it has not led

anywhere. )

You can readily prove a Liouville theorem in this phase space (since,

trivially, <3a>(fc)/3<B(fc)=O , and this relation summed over k is the

statement of incompressible flow in the phase space). You can introduce

ensembles, or collections of phase points, that wander around the phase

space in a volume-preserving way. You can use the ensembles of

equilibrium, classical, Gibbsian statistical mechanics, and try to justify

them in the same way that they are justified for molecular gases: you can

compute phase space averages and see if they are the same as time

averages. This perspective was introduced by T.D.Lee(9) (Q.Appl. Math. K).

69 (1962) ) for the three-dimensional case, which is somewhat less

interesting than two dimensions.
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Thermal equilibrium ensembles in classical statistical mechanics are

constructed primarily by knowing the constants of the motion. One

maximizes the entropy of the whole ensemble, subject to the constraints

that expectation values match prescribed values that you want to consider.

It is a variational problem, with an output of a phase space probability

density.

D,,,(.Y) = const, * exp ( -

which depends exponentially on the constants, with reciprocal

temperatures entering as Lagrange multipliers, when the maximization is

carried out. Usually there is only one constant, the energy, and hence

only one temperature. That is the classical canonical ensemble of Gibbs.

There can be no doubt of its utility.

For the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes system with zero viscosity,

there are apparently two such constants of the motion and that leads to

some extraordinarily interesting effects. One constant is the energy E.

and the other is the mean square vorticity, or "enstrophy"
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So if I follow the usual development I am led to a two-temperature

canonical ensemble,

Deq = const, x exp( -a E - /3 Q )

with reciprocal temperatures a and li The probability distribution for

the system as a whole factors into a product of Maxwell distributions, one

for each Ac, and expectation values of functions of the u(fc) coefficients

can be calculated by doing elementary integrals. For example, indicating

ensemble averages by brackets < >,

< co(fc) > = 0

but

< |co(fc)|2 > = fc2 ( a + & k2 r1.

If we start with an ensemble that represents a system of energy

< E > and enstrophy < ft > , a and /? are to be determined as solutions of

the pair of equations

fc2
k « + 0

= E
« +

for fixed < 0 >, < E >, and (importantly) k^ • The a and 0 are

functions of < ft >, < E > , and k^a . Generally, they must be obtained

numerically.

This is a fairly definite prediction: that the system is ergodic.
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with time averages of Fourier coefficients given by the above expressions.

I did not believe this, and I got into this business to try to disprove

this prediction. At this particular time, Knorr and Salu at the University

of Iowa were writing a spectral-method code(I0) , according to

0rs2ag"s(ll)(l2) methods, to solve the two dimensional Navier-Stokes

equation, and were looking for a problem to do with it. So Seyler and I

teamed up with them and studied the initial value problem for this

particular system. We watched Fourier coefficients evolve in time(l3).

Typical results illustrating the level to which we were able to fit

the predictions are shown here:

»*
• l

s

*

31

M

•

RUN*
MTUU. CONDITIONS UODES fc • (4
14.21. 12.41. 14.31. ts. 41 IRE H
EXITED WITH UNIT WPLITUKS
$-m

TIALLY '
• • - M l

o°

O 100

mm i
MIERKED OVER >WE STE'S

•DO-MOO
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MOO S«00

10 DO 1000 no coo

aB: WlRlHilly; MatlM mngt vnt tM Unx (tape li tk* nlddt* of tk* no; ni (c) • U M
n*nc*o«*rtlMlutlO«Un«al*|KorthtnM. Tte Mild cam It tk> UwonUoal pmHcUo*, Bq. n». C m m M c « i n t n f H
mr Mnral eloHly rp«c*d nloM of »*.

( From fife/erence(13) ]

We discuss this set of computations in quite a bit of detail in our

paperfl3) and in Seyler's Ph.D thesis (Iowa, 1976); and somewhat to my

surprise we found over and over again that the Kraichnan result was

reproduced by computed time averages of the modal energies, to within the

accuracy of our code. Here is another plot done somewhat later(U)
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100 1000

( From Reference (IA) ]

with more accuracy, by Fyfe, Joyce, and Montgomery, -.nd again the fit

of the time averages (points) to ensemble averages (solid line) for the

modal energies seems to be pretty conclusive. The original papers should

to be consulted for more details.

That is only the first step in discussing the 2D Navier-Stokes case.

The second step comes in trying to find out what happens if the truncation

allows more and more wave numbers. Suppose you fix < E > and < fi > , and

then let k,ax get larger and larger. That tells you where the system would

like to go, at very high Reynolds numbers, if there were no dissipation

and the inertial terms were the whole story.

The limit km — °o can be studied rigorously, and what turns out to

happen is astonishing. The energy spectrum goes into a delta-function at
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the minimum wave number. It executes something similar to the Bose

condensation of an ideal gas. The excess enstrophy, < 0 > - k£in< E > ,

which is SO , distributes itself in infinitesimal increments all the way

out to infinity, a goes to -<»,/? to +°o, and | a//3 | — k;in . There is

nothing like this in three dimensions, which has a simple equipartition

prediction'91 .

This is not the first time this tendency to migrate to long

wavelengths was noticed in fluid mechanics. It had been noticed by

Onsager"51 (1949) and Fjortoft(IC) (1953), in less sharp form that there

existed a tendency for the two dimensional energy to migrate toward the

longest wavelengths allowed by the boundary conditions. There is some

tendency which is different from the Kolmogoroff picture, because of the

need for the simultaneous constancy of these two ideal invariants whose

Fourier representations have different k dependences in the coefficients.

Transfer, if it occurs at all, has to go in both directions.

This led Kraichnan(5) to a conjecture, which is still unproved though

it is beginning to look pretty plausible, about what happens if you stir a

Navier-Stokes fluid in t"o dimensions with a stirring mechanism which is

band-limited in the neighborhood of a definite length scale, kf .

The question is, are there cascade processes that are recognizable as

related to Kolmogoroff cascades, and if so, what do they look like? What

Kraichnan conjectured, based largely on that ensemble argument I just gave

about the delta-function energy condensation, was that the energy would be

transferred to long wavelengths and enstrophy to the short ones. You can

do dimensional analysis again, for those two subranges, with the same

style as in the 3D case, and find the predicted forms of the energy

spectrum in these two nertial subranges.
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Dual-cascade conjecture (Kraichnan, 1967)

Eft)
Energy ('Inverse Cascade')

Enstrophy ('Direct Cascade')

'Forcing Band'

'Injection Band'

For the "inverse cascade", the energy cascade to long wavelengths,

the same formal expression falls out as the one Kolmogoroff and Obukhov

got: E(k) ~- e2/'3fc"5''3 . For the "direct cascade", the enstrophy cascade to

short wavelengths, the wave number dependence in E(k) that results is a

k'3 dependence.

The dissipation wave number, the only dimensionally correct

combination of enstrophy dissipation rate e$ and kinematic viscosity, is

now KD = ( ca/p3 ) 1 / 6 • This is what should now signal the onset of the

enstrophy dissipation range. Numerically it is the scale that one ought to

be computing accurately in the dynamics of 2D turbulence. That is a

stringent requirement.

As far as I know, the first person to try to check these predictions

by a direct solution of the 20 Navier-Stokes equation was D.K.Lilly"71 at

at NCAR ( Phys. Fluids Suppl. 2, 1969 )
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[ From Reference (17) ]
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Upper: Repeat of the last curve of Fig. 5. Second:
£ « ) at 3000 time steps with the time step halved after the
ISOOth. Third: Same as above but with x fourth-order dif-
ference scheme used for calculation of the nonlinear terms.
Lower: E(k) at 2320 steps but with the forcing function
assembled from wavenumbcr 4 components.

( From Rpjeifncc(17) ]

Total kinetic energy, total eiutrophy, and total rate of
energy generation, basic experiment.

( From Re/ercnce(17) )
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He used a finite-difference code to simulate both decaying 2D

turbulence, and turbulence that was being driven by a random function of

position limited to a definite band of wave numbers. As you can see, his

spectra are not inconsistent with the predicted power laws, though they

could not be said to have established error bars for the exponents or

anything like that. His total energy vs. time and total enstrophy vs. time

have the correct behaviors, the former continuing to grow as it piles up

at long wavelength, the latter saturating as enstrophy beings to be

dissipated at the same average rate at which it is being supplied.

You can perhaps do a little better than that with a spectral-method

code of the Orszag variety, and we tried that some years later. We used a

band-limited random forcing function and started with an empty spectrum.

You see here the gradual growth of energy as it accumulates at long

wavelengths.

70

Enttrophy O(() and energy e(l) «t. time ibr pur* Havier-Stokn can. A nt-
ted constant O(<) and a lintariy inure—ing t(<) would rharacteriie a perfect duat saactlr.

FrouiRefetvnce(U)
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and the levelling-off of enstrophy at a statistically-fluctuating

steady-state level.

The spectra, above and below the forcing band.

IO-1

10-'

\

\ \

V
1 (Omnidirectional energy

\ spectrum~ft-|)

> *,\ (Omnidireciionul

, , \ spectrum»*-•)

. • • .H..I

10 100 1000

[ From Re/erence(14) )

indicated by arrows, are certainly not confirmations of the predicted

power laws, but they are consistent with them, and at the very least,

substantiate the hypothesis of a lot of back-transfer to the longest

wavelenghts the periodic boundary conditions allow (everything is injected

between the arrows). I should say that our KB was greater than fc.ai by

enough ( a factor of 2 or 3) to give one pause about the accuracy of the

solutions. But we have done a better job since then, with Ko's that were

S fc»ai . without significant changes in the results.

Some obscurity has surrounded the point of what happens when the
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energy spectrum fills up to the -5/3 predicted level at the minimum wave

number fc»;n . The theory as originally formulated was for an unbounded

situation, with no no minimum wave number, but computer solutions are

always done in a finite size box. Recent results by Hossain, Hatthaeus and

myself(18) indicate that the fundamental continues to absorb the

back-transferred energy, runs off and eventually is limited at very high

values by its own dissipation rate. Long times (many eddy turn over

times ) are required for this to happen, but the effect is dramatic.

Let me now get down to the magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) situation: that

is what I am primarily interested in, and the material up to now has been

an extra-long introduction, which may, however, be necessary. Without the

Navier-Stokes background, it would be difficult to make a very convincing

case for what has been tried for MHD. What has happened in the

Navier-Stokes case is most of our inspiration.

Let me write once more the dimensionless form of the W © equations

for the incompressible case:

Jj + v • Vv = -Vp + B • VB + vV2v

•IT + " • VB = B • Vv + v V2B
a t

v = Tr- r) = 7j- (Interpretation not Unique)

P =

dimcnsionless units, uniform density p
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i velocities in units of U =

I magnetic fields in units of U

ft = U L / v, RH = U L / t) "magnetic fteyiioicte-Mimber" o r

r velocities in units of CA = wW/Htp

I magnetic fields in units of 8 = Brms or Bo

R = SlJ; = -w-, RH = QLL = s-, (Lundquisl /Vuinbc/O

The viscosity and resistivity, in these dimensionless units, can be

interpreted as reciprocal Reynolds numbers, but their interpretation is

not unique. The pressure p is the total pressure, mechanical plus

magnetic, and is determined by taking the divergence of the equation of

motion and solving the Poisson equation for p which results. We are

assuming uniform density.

There are two different interpretations that these two Reynolds

numbers can take in any given problem, and it is worthwhile to say which

one you are using, because they are appropriate to different situations.

If you think there is a lot of kinetic energy in the problem, for instance

if you are dealing with solar prominences, then it is convenient to use

the root mean square velocity as the basic velocity unit: call it

U = A / V ^ T • Then you can measure the magnetic field in units of U Jfyitp ,

where p is the mass density (cgs units). I can say I am associating an

effective Alfven speed with this root mean square velocity. In that case

the association with the Reynolds numbers R is the usual one, R = UL/v,

where L is a length scale and v is the kinematic viscosity; and the

magnetic Reynolds numbers R« = UL/r) where rj is the magnetic diffusivity

c2/4xo in cgs units, where c is the speed of light and o is the
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electrical conductivity, assumed to be a scalar ). That interpretation of

R and Rm is common in the astro-physical literature. Implicit in it is an

assumption that there is not going be any necessary order-of-manitude

difference between the amount of kinetic energy and the amount of magnetic

energy. Fusion physicists don't like that interpretation, because the hope

is that our plasma won't have so much directed kinetic energy, that the

plasmas will be quiescent and will have a velocity field which is very

small compared to the Alfven speed. In that case, it is convenient to use

a zeroth order magnetic field to measure B, to associate an Alfven speed

with that, and to measure fluid velocities in units of that Alfven speed.

In that case, the magnetic Reynolds numbers /?, becomes "S", the Lundquist

number which is the Alfven speed CA times the length scale L, divided by

»?. There is viscous analogue of it, H s c/JL/v , which as far as I know

doesn't have a name, which is then how R should be interpreted.

So there are these four Reynolds-like numbers which characterize MHD.

and which pair is appropriate depends mainly on what you think the ratio

of kinetic to magnetic energy is going to be, but the structures of the

equations are the same for both cases.

It is also convenient sometimes to derive the magnetic fields from a

vector potential a : B = V x a . If we pull a curl off the induction

equation for dB/dt = Vx<3a/dt , we can get an equation that will advance

the magnetic part of the problem through da/dt instead of dB/dt . The

price we pay is that we pick up a scalar potential <p which has to be

determined.

It is convenient to choose the Coulomb gauge V • a = 0, which means
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that <p is determined as the solution of the Poisson equation

V% = V- [ «x (Vxa) ]

and <p = <p(a,v) is then to be substituted back into the da/dt

equation. The basic pair of fields is then a. v rather than B, v.

There is an MHD analogue of the two dimensional Navier-Stokes

problem. The magnetic field can be assumed to have only x and y

components. B = <'C,,ft,,O) . and everything is independent of z: d/dz = 0 .

Then the vector potential a can be chosen to have only a z component,

a = at\ . Both B and v can be derived from single scalars

B = Vfl'C;

v =

and those scalars are related to the electric current density j and

the vorticity a by Poisson's equation again,

V2a = -j

The scalar potential may be chosen to be zero: <p = 0

The 2D MHD then collapses to a single pair of scalar differential

equations,

JS + v • Va = >jV2a
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4 T + v • Vco= B V j + vV2u
a t

One you get by taking the curl of the equation of motion, the other

by taking a curl off the induction equation. 20 Navier-Stokes flow is a

special case ( a = 0 ).

What we would like to do now is to investigate MHD turbulence (2D and

3D) from the same perspective that Kraichnan used to investigate 2D

Navier-Stokes turbulence. The question is, can we do first an absolute

equilibrium theory for MHD, test it numerically, and use it to suggest

generalizations of the Koltnogoroff cascade theory and the

Kraichnan-Batchelor-Leith inverse cascade theory for Navier-Stokes flows?

The answer seems to be yes. We can prove a Liouville theorem in the phase

space of Fourier coefficients of the expanded fields. The first steps in

this direction were taken in three dimensions by Frisch, Pouquet, Leorat.

and Mazure(l9) (J.Fluid Mech. 68, 769 (1975) ) and in two dimensions by

Fyfe and myselfC0) (J.Plasma Phys. 16, 181 (1976) ).

Once we've established the Liouville theorem, the first non-trivial

task may be to try to decide what the constants of the motion are. You can

always find some, but you can never be sure that you have found them all.

To know you have found them all requires first that the truncated ideal

system be ergodic, then that you do enough computations of time averages

that agree with ensemble averages that you become convinced that you

haven't overlooked any constants of motion. You change the values of the

ensemble averages the canonical distribution predicts, if you add or

remove constants of the motion.

It was concluded that there probably were three independent constants

of the motion for incompressible M D both in 2D(21) and in 3D, and they
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were not all the same. The following is a table of the quadratic

invariants that were indicated.

Quadratic Zmariants

3D 2D

E = ± f \v2 + B2) dlr £ = 1 f(v2 + B2) cl2x

Hc = ^JvB cPx He = g Jv • fi (Px

ic helicity Mean-square vector potent in t

The restriction to quadratic invariants makes a difference. Quadratic

invariants are the only ones that can be generally proved to still be

invariant after the truncation in Fourier space: there are several others

which are invariant before truncation but not afterwards: how, if it all,

they constrain the truncated dynamics has not been suggested.

The energy and "cross-helicity" (/i/b) are the same from 3D to 2D,

but there is a magnetic invariant in 3D, the magnetic helicity ja-B ,

which is identically zero in 2D, and one is 2D, the mean square vector

potential, la2 , which is not conserved in 30.

The invariants which survive truncation, then, and the canonical

ensembles made up out of them, look like this.
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3D

E = I E ( k(Jt)l2 + lB(fc)|2

«c = IT, v*(fc)-B(fc)
*- k

2D

E = 3 E i If (fc)l2 + |B(fc)|2 ) = 5 E fc2l l*(fc)l2 + Ui(fc)|2 |
*• k <= k

He = A E w'ft)-B(fc) Hc = 5 E fc2 • ' » ) a* )

A - I y I aft) I2 - 1 F I B*> I2

Ctmonical ensembles:

Deq(3D) = const , x expC-otE - fSHc - •>'//« ]

Deq(2D) = cons t , x exp [ - aE - /SHe - yA ]

There are now three reciprocal temperatures, a, (i, and y, which get

determined by requiring that the expectations of the invariants match

specified values. The canonical ensemble is still factorable, and

expectation values of phase functions of single Fourier coefficients are

still just elementary integrals.

We can ask ourselves if there are, in the limit of arbitrarily many

wave numbers, delta-function condensations in the spectra of the kind

Kraichnan found for the 2D Navier-Stokes case ? This behavior is what

presaged the inverse cascade behavior there, and it is natural to ask if
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the same sort of thing happens for MHD.

Most of the work that has been done so far is devoted to the case of

negligible cross helicity, < v-B > *=* 0 . This can be achieved by setting

fi-0. There are important plasmas for which the cross helicity is not small

- the solar wind, for example - and a currently-active area of research is

the inclusion of cross-helical effects. But for now. we won't consider it.

( See. however. Reference (22)).

The answer to our earlier question is that in both 2D and 3D, there

is a quantity which in the limit of an infinite number of degrees of

freedom, wants to crowd entirely into the longest allowed wavelengths. In

the 30 case it is the magnetic helicity, and in 20 it is the mean square

vector potential. In both cases it is a magnetic quantity and not one that

involves the velocity.

This suggested ( to Frisch in particular ) that this might bear

importantly on the 150-year-old problem of the magnetic dynamo"9'. If you

take the earth's conductivity, you find that the earth's field should die

away in about 10l years. The fact is it has been around a lot longer than

that, and elsewhere (such as in the solar surface), implies that you have

the problem of accounting for the spontaneous generation of magnetic

fields in the motion of conducting fluids: the "dynamo problem". There is

a need for a mechanism by which fluid motions can generate long-wavelength

magnetic energy. This tendency of the long-wavelength behavior for the MHD

turbulence problem makes inverse cascades a prime candidate for the

explanation of such an effect.

The next step, following Kraichnan's path, is to try to decide what

will happen to a turbulent MHD fluid (20 or 3D) if it is "stirred",

mechanically and/or magnetically, within some forcing band in wave number
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space. If the precedents mean anything, then the conclusions ought to be

that the magnetic quantities ( magnetic helicity in 30, mean-square vector

potential in 2D) are the ones that ought to be cascaded to long

wavelength. The energy (and cross-helicity, if any) ought to go to short

wavelengths and be dissipated. Quite a lot of effort has gone into solving

the MHD equations numerically over the last six or seven years, and into

trying to demonstrate the existence of the inverse cascades. Presently I

will show you some of the results of those attempts. First there are a few

preliminaries that one has to go through.

First in order to do dimensional analysis on the directly cascading

range, we have to do something to reduce the number of degrees of freedom.

Until i/(fc) is somehow related to Btfc). there is not enough uniqueness for

the dimensional analysis to yield a prediction. What has been done has

been to assume "equipartition at the small scales'.

< |w(fc)|2 > ^ < |B(k)|2 >. This has been a fact in all the high Reynolds

numbers MHD computations I know about, and follows as the first and

persuasive) half of Kraichnan's "Alfven effect" argument'231 , which goes as

follows. (R.H.Kraichnan. Phys. Fluids 8, 1385 (1965)).

Divide the spectrum into two parts, k>ko and k<k$ . Approximate the

k>ko part by linear theory (so ko is pretty far out on the spectrum).

Approximate the k<ko part as a spatially uniform v and B. Then everything

above k=ka is linear normal mode of a uniform, magnetized magnetofluid:

for the incompressible case, all the normal modes are Alfven waves, which

share their energy equally, averaged over time, between kinetic and

magnetic. QED.

With these simplifications, the Kolmogoroff arguments can be worked

through almost unchanged, for the directly-cascading range, yielding the
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orani-directional spectra

£„(*:) , EB(fc) •N- e
2 /V 5 / 3

for the directly-cascading subrange. It has been argued by

Kraichnan(23) , with arguments that I myself cannot defend, that the AT5/3

ought to be replaced by fc~3/2. So far, the experimental data is so sparse

as to make it an insignificant disagreement. Such data as there is that

has been analyzed from a cascading turbulence point of view is mostly

contained in two<24)(25) papers: W.H.Matthaeus, M.L..Goldstein, and C.Smith.

Phy. Rev. Lett. 48, 1256 (1982), and W.H.Matthaeus, and M.L.Goldstein,

J.Geophys. Res. 87, 6011 (1982). The spectral analysis in the first of

these seems to favor the -5/3 prediction, though the turbulence is not

isotropic. The inversely cascading subrange, involving magnetic quantities

alone, presents no problems. The predicted power laws, then, for the four

cases considered (3D and 2D NS, and 3D and 2D MHD), can be summarized in

the following table. Ey(fc) and Ee(k) are the kinetic and magnetic energy

spectra, respectively, and Hm(k) is the 3D magnetic helicity spectrum,

Ja b = f"nm(k)dk

77irce dimensions: Hn(k) ~ k'2

EB(fc) ~ fc"1

Exponent predictions

30 NS: £•„*) - fc"5/3
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fc3 (Direct Cascade)
2D NS: Eu(fc) ~ <

,fc~5/3 (Inverse Cascade)

3D M©: E0(k) ^ EB(k) ~ fc~5/3 °r "3/2 (Direct)

Hn(k) ~ fc"2 (fiucrso)

Eo(k) ~ fc'1

20 M/0: £„«:) ~ Efl(Jt) - fc"5/3 or '2/2 (Direct)

EB(k) -v k-
]/i (Inverse)

Only 3D /Vcuiier-SJofccs case has been well tested.

The numerical tests of these predictions are contained in a number of

papers"826272829'3031' , which we may enumerate, and in which the results

of numerical simulations and/or closure calculations are presented. The

documentation is lengthy and mostly graphical, and will not be reproduced

here (though it was presented in the lecture).

In a nutshell, the inverse cascade behavior has been seen, but no

direct simulation has been adequate to identify an exponent with

precision. The only way of getting exponents that match the predictions

accurately has been to "stack the cards" by the right choice of exponent

in the EDQNMA model.

(Extensive graphical display from these papers was made, here, but

will not be reproduced.)

This chart is a very opinionated, purely personal, assessment of what

the situation is with inverse cascades.
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Miat is the situation with inverse cascades?

(/) In some rather impure /onn, they probably exist:

(A) 2D.NS - Large-scale meteorological flows

(B) 3D,Mil) - "Dynamo effect',

Micivby mechanical turbulence maintains large-scale magnetic fields

(purely mechanical forcing won't imi-k in2D).

(2) 77ic "Battle of the Exponents" is probably not worth fighting, except

for the most exact and most abstract considerations. The precise

lahic of an exponent for the homogeneous, i so tropic case is

probably 0/ not much importance in a practical case. Wlial is

important is that a great deed 0/ largo-scale magnetic excitation can

result from microscopic turbulence.

What place ought they occupy in our current thinking about

turbulence? The effects associated with large back-transfer have been

documented as well as they could have been, considering the relatively

small commitment of resources and people to working on this kind of

problem. But numerical values for exponents have not been confirmed. It is

probably not worthwhile to be too pre-occupied with those exponents

anyway; geometical and other complications will very likely make it

impossible to see inverse cascades in their pure abstract form - it is

hard to imagine a situation in which they would not be anisotropic at the

longest wavelengths.

I would like to close by remarking upon a fusion-related example

where I think that it is not impossible that inverse cascades might be

involved. That is the example of major disruption in a Tokamak. That is

perhaps the most prominent example of unsatisfactorily-explained,
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large-scale, random MHD activity in the laboratory. Mostly it is avoided;

Tokamaks are typically run in parameter ranges where disruptions do not

occur. There has been remarkably little in the way of reported measurement

of internal MHD fluctuations at the threshold of a major disruption,

although some time ago, Hutchinson<32) (Phys. Rev. Lett. 37, 338 (1976) )

showed that such measurements were possible. The major disruption at

present stands as the principal limitation on the current that a Tokamak

will carry, and if we knew what was going on in a major disruption, we

might be part way along the road to knowing what to do about it. If a

fusion reactor even stands a chance of experiencing a major disruption, it

isn't going to be very useful. The major disruption as reported by

Hutchinson was essentially an explosion of the current channel, occuring

in a very few microseconds, accompanied by a large toroidal electric field

and accompanied by an explusion of poloidal flux. The measurements were

not spatially resolved enough to estimate a wave number spectrum or

anything like that.

We have been seeking an explanation of major disruptions in possible

inverse cascade behavior for the Strauss equations'33' ( D.Montgomery,

Physica Scripta T2:1, 83 (1982) ). The Strauss equations'34' (H.R.Strauss.

Phys. Fluids 19 , 134 (1976) ) are a set of MHD equations intermediate

between two and three dimensions. They are popular these days for

describing Tokatnak stability.

The velocity and magnetic fields are two-component fields and lie

perpendicularly to a strong dc magnetic field Bo = Rje- . They are

solenoidal and are derivable from a stream function and a one-component

vector potential."
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B = Vctxez

v =

This is just as it is in two dimensions, but now a and f are

functions of all three spatial coordinates. They evolve according to

( -§j + v • V x ) a = Bo ff +

which would be formally identical with the 20 MHD equations without

the ftjcV^r terms. Vi £: e t d / 3 j + cvd/d\)> and j^-Vfa , u=-Vfi/'

The Strauss equations are not yet as thoroughly investigated, as far

as their turbulent properties go. as are the 3D and 20 MHD equations

without an external dc magnetic field.

Their only quadratic invariants appear to be only E = / (IT + B~)

Hc = iv-B, in periodic geometry. Thus, it appears that in purely periodic

geometry, there is no reason to believe the Strauss equations would

exhibit an inverse cascade. A net electric current, in the z direction,

may be required, and a net flux of current through a system renders its

magnetic fields inherently aperiodic.

In the presence of a net axial mean current in the Bo direction,

there is a third invariant which is not unrelated to magnetic helicity. It

is BofatPx . which is what JaB degenerates into in the Strauss limit.

This is not a quadratic invariant, unless one makes a very strained

interpretation'33' , and so we are in new and uncharted territory, as far as

the question of whether inverse cascade behavior is to be expected.
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Numerical and experimental tests will be required to prove or disprove

such a possibility that go beyond anything that has been tried up to now.

Let me indicate what such a test might amount to numerically. A

spectral-method code in cylindrical geometry with rigid, no-slip boundary

conditions might be the first requirement. The boundary needs to be

perfectly-conducting ( ir = 0 at the walls, B-h = 0 there, and

fix (VxB) = 0 there), but to have slits or slots to permit the penetration

of external electric fields to drive the axial current. It is unclear

whether the effect ought to be seen in a pure initial-value problem or

not, and whatever driving mechanism one uses ought to be as realistic as

possible. It is probable that boundary layers, requiring considerably more

spatial resolution than the interior, will have to be allowed for in the

neighborhood of the walls. Variation of transport coefficients with

temperature, and their decrease as heat is deposited, probably needs to be

allowed for. In the only fully 30 inverse-cascade simulation that has been

reported, Meneguzzi(30) et al ( Phys. Rev. Lett. £7, 1061 (1961) ) found

critical threshold Reynolds numbers above which, when the driving

mechanism was of a fixed strength, the inverse cascade appeared to work.

In the Strauss case, the easiest and most natural way this might be

achieved is through a drop in the viscosity and resistivity associated

with the deposit of Ohmic heat and an attendant rise in temperature.

The code I have described is a more demanding one than anyone has

written yet. No one yet, in fact, has solved the less demanding problem of

the transition to hydrodynamic turbulence in pipe flow, numerically.

The lesson may be that the effect in plasmas, if it exists, can in

fact be studied in the laboratory more cheaply than it can numerically. It

should not be difficult to take a Tokaaak at a temperature which is low
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enough to permit internal probes, and disrupt it intentionally, to measure

the internal properties of the turbulence in the vicinity of the

threshold. It is astonishing if this has not been done already , and one

cannot help but wonder why not. As a field of inquiry, MHD turbulence is

in its infancy. Just how central it really is in the physics of

confinement can only be decided by internal diagnostics that go beyond

those presently in use.

Thank you for your attention and for your patience.
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